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Pot lids


2. VERITABLE GRAISSE BOIRS POT LID & BASE. 3ins diam, blue transfer showing bear with trees in background with bears in woodland setting to base. Some (base) discoulouration, generally good. £60-80+.


5. DE LEONS CHERRY TOOTHPASTE POT LID. 3.25ins diam, transferred ‘DE LEONS CHERRY TOOTHPASTE FOR BEAUTIFYING & PRESERVING THE TEETH PERFECTION OF EXCELLENCE & PURITY’ portrait of Queen Alexandra to centre. Remains an extremely rare pictorial. NR £500-600+. (NL)

6. BENBOW & SON TOOTHPASTE POT LID & BASE. 2.6ins diam, transferred ‘BENBOW & SON LONDON/ ARECA NUT TOOTH-PASTE’ mosque & palm trees pictorial. Minor (lower) staining - shop found. NR £70-80+.
1. BENBOW & SONS TOOTHPASTE POT LID & BASE. 2.6ins diam, transferred ‘CHERRY TOOTH PASTE BENBOW & SONS LONDON’ cherries pictorial. From the same shop source/discovery as previous lot! Good. NR £50-60+.


5. Icilma Pot Lid & Base. 3.5ins diam, sepia transfer ‘ICILMA/ CREME DE SAVON POUR LA/ BAREE’ landscape scene. Stylish ‘sister’ to previous lid. Good. NR £50-60+. (NL)


7. BENBOW & SONS TOOTHPASTE POT LID & BASE. 2.6ins diam, transferred ‘CHERRY TOOTH PASTE BENBOW & SONS LONDON’ cherries pictorial. From the same shop source/discovery as previous lot! Good. NR £50-60+.


10. Icilma Pot Lid. 4ins diam, eastern style lady pictured ‘ICILMA CREME POUR LA FIGURE’. Bottom flange chip. A strong/crisp transfer. Rare. NR £60-80+.

11. Icilma Pot Lid & Base. 3.5ins diam, sepia transfer ‘ICILMA/ CREME DE SAVON POUR LA/ BAREE’ landscape scene. Stylish ‘sister’ to previous lid. Good. NR £50-60+. (NL)

11A. BATH FINIGANS NUTRITIVE CREAM POT LID & BASE. 2.75ins diam, blue background, black transfer ‘BATH/ FINIGANS/ NUTRITIVE CREAM PRICE ...’ with lady pictured to base. Some chips to inside of base rim. NR £40-60+.


SALE DAY FLOOR BIDDERS
All items sold AS SEEN. Bidders must ensure lot/s meet personal condition standards.
Ginger beers

15. MONTROSE GINGER BEER BOTTLE. 9ins tall, ch. t.t. s.s. black transfer ‘GEORGE LOW/ MONTROSE’ detailed shop premises/ hotel pictured ‘CENTRAL HOTEL’ to flag on top of building. Rebuilt lip - an affordable example of one of Scotlands finest pictorials? NR £30-40+. (IM)

16. NEATH & ABERDARE GINGER BEER BOTTLE. 6.75ins tall, st. blue top, black transfer ‘WINDSOR AERATED WATER WORKS/ J.L./ BOWEN/ & SON/ NEATH AND ABERDARE’. Lovatt & Lovatt p.m. Very good. NR £30-40+. (CM)

17. MELROSE GINGER BEER BOTTLE. 8.25ins tall, st. t.t. s.s. black transfer, ‘W. BORWN/ STONE GINGER BEER/ MELROSE’ Melrose Abbey Building pictured. New top! Buchan p.m. NR £30-40+. (IM)

18. KESWICK GINGER BEER BOTTLE. 6.75ins tall, st. t.t. black transfer ‘TOWNLEY & BELL KESWICK’. Very good. NR £20-30+. (CM)

18A. BARROW-IN-FURNESS GINGER BEER BOTTLE. 6.75ins tall, st. t.t. black transfer ‘JAMES THOMPSON & CO LTD/ BARROW - IN - FURNESS’. Price Bristol p.m. Never sold one of these before? Good. NR £20-30+.

19. MALTA GINGER BEER BOTTLE. 6.75ins tall, st. all white, black transfer ‘MORTIMER & CO EAGLE WORKS, MALTA/ GINGER BEER/ AERATED WATER MANUFACTURERS’ eagle pict. t.m. Barnett & Foster London p.m. Good. NR £20-30+. (CM)

20. LLANDUDNO GINGER BEER BOTTLE. 7ins tall, st. blue top, black transfer ‘WILLM HILL STONE GINGER/ BEER/ PERSERVERANCE/ WORKS LLANDUDNO’. Lovatt & Lovatt p.m. Very good. NR £40-60+. (CM)


**TERMS & CONDITIONS** are printed to the catalogue rear. All bids accepted on the understanding these have been read, & accepted.
22. LOCKERBIE GINGER BEER. 8ins tall, ch. t.t. black transfer ‘JOHN EDGAR/ GENUINE/ STONE GINGER BEER/ LOCKERBIE’. Side hairline. NR £20-30+. (IM)


24. COVENTRY GINGER BEER BOTTLE. 6.75ins tall, st. all tan glaze, black transfer ‘THE COVENTRY MINERAL WATER COMPANY/ BREWED GINGER BEER’. Bicycle pict. t.m. Pearson & co p.m. A VERY good example of the rare ‘bike’ variant. NR £40-60+.

25. PAIR OF COVENTRY GINGER BEER BOTTLES. 6.75ins tall, both st. t.t. & all tan glaze. One blue transfer ‘THE COVENTRY MINERAL WATER COMPANY’ both with bicycle pict. t.m. (2) NR £30-40+.

26. STONEWARE HAMILTON. 7.25ins long, an overall matt brown glaze ‘J. Bourne Denby Pottery Derbyshire’ p.m. Good/ characterful. NR £250-300+ (DN)

27. COBALT BLUE GLASS ROUND BOTTOMED CYLINDER. 9ins long, deep cobalt blue cylinder embossed ‘GRANVILLE HOTEL/ ST

28. COBALT BLUE GLASS ROUND BOTTOMED CYLINDER. 9ins long, embossed ‘PHILLIPS & ALLEN CARLISLE’ with entwined initials t.m. Chips to lip & surface marks etc. - needs a little ‘t.l.c’. NR £60-80+?

**EITHER OR BIDS** Absentee bidders on tight budgets can use BBR’s unique ‘either’ ‘or’ option. Bid £X on a lot £Y on another, if unsuccessful. We can even carry amounts over. **BUT** - make instructions simple & clear! If in doubt email AB.

30. LEEDS FACETTED HAMILTON. 10ins long, aqua glass embossed ‘T CLARKSON LEEDS/ PATRONISED BY/ THE FACULTY’ all over dullness, marks etc. NR £40-60+ (GM)

31. NOTTINGHAM ROUND BOTTOMED CYLINDER. Aqua glass with wooden stick stopper, weakly embossed ‘MANUFACTURED BY/ .../ NOTTINGHAM’. Burst bubble. NR £30-40+

32. LONDON SPLIT SIZE DUMPY CODD BOTTLE. 6.5ins tall, aqua glass, embossed ‘T. BREWSTER GREAT SUFFOLK ST/ S.E.’. Slight dullness. NR £120-150+ (GM)

33. SHIMMINS SUNDERLAND CODD BOTTLE. 9ins tall, aqua glass embossed ‘SHIMMINS/ SUNDERLAND’ with ‘REDG’ to rear. Exc/ A1. NR £350-400+

34. MYTHOLMROYD AQUA CYLINDER. With wooden vallet type stopper, 8.75ins tall, cylindrical shape bottle with two round indents near base. Embossed ‘JAMES SIMPSON/ MYTHOLMROYD’. Very good. NR £30-40+

35. HOBGENS PATENT PALE BLUE GLASS BARRETT S STYLE BOTTLE. 9.25ins tall, with wooden stick stopper, embossed ‘J. GREY/ & SONS/ AUCKLAND HOBGENS PATENT’. Large base flakes, but still a great rarity. NR £80-120+

CONDITION - help us to help you!
If you spot condition differences/ faults/ repairs we haven’t please advise BBR staff. We always announce amendments prior to any sale.
36. CLITHEROE VALVE PATENT CODD BOTTLE. 8.5ins tall, aqua glass embossed ‘S. SPEAK/ CLITHEROE’ to front ‘PATENT/ RYLANDS VALVE/ 4 SOLE MAKERS/ DAN RYLANDS/ BARNESLEY’ to rear. Marvellous pictorial t.m. Very good. NR £80-120+

38. SCARBOROUGH GREEN GLASS CODD BOTTLE. 9ins tall, emerald green glass, embossed ‘THE SCARBOROUGH & WHITBY BREWERIES’ to front ‘BAGLEY & CO LTD/ MAKERS/ KNOTTINGLEY’ to rear. Good. NR £60-80+.

39. WORCESTER FLAT BOTTOMED HAMILTON STYLE BOTTLE. 8ins tall, aqua glass blob top embossed ‘G. CROCKETT/ WORCESTER’ to one side with large raised hand t.m. to other. Very good. NR £40-60+

40. ALBANY BLUE FACETTED CYLINDER BOTTLE. 7.5ins tall, blue glass blob top faceted cylinder embossed ‘WM W. LAPPEUS/ PREMIUM/ SODA OR MINERAL/ WATERS/ ALBANY’. Good. NR £?

36A. CLITHEROE EARLY NARROW NECK CODD BOTTLE. 9ins tall, aqua glass embossed ‘S. SPEAK/ CLITHEROE’ to front ‘CODD’S/ PATENT/ 4/ LONDON/ S.E.’ to rear. Superb looker! Very good. NR £60-80+

37. MANCHESTER EARLY NARROW NECK CODD BOTTLE. 9ins tall, aqua glass, embossed ‘P MURAT & CO MANCHESTER’ to front ‘CODDS PATENT SOLE AGENTS/ BARNETTS & FOSTER/ LONDON/ 6’ to rear. Very good. NR £120-150+
41. **PITTS SODA WATER FRAMED ADVERT.** 22 by 17ins, ‘ESTABLISHED A.D. 1790/ PITTS SODA WATER/ AND/ LEMONADE/ MANUFACTORY 28, WHARF ROAD/ CITY ROAD LONDON’ with coat of arms mainly **black & white** hamilton bottle pictured in **blue** ‘PITTS/ DOUBLE/ SODA WATER’. A significant & early mineral advert. Only example recorded? £600-800+

42. **CAUSE & EFFECT MULTI-COLOURED MOUNTED PRINTS.** 16 by 12.5ins. 2 pups pictured playing with hamilton soda water bottles, one pulling cork the other depicting the hilarious ‘effect’. Very rare that these ‘classic’ prints come on to the market. (2) Very good. NR £80-120+

---

**POSTAL BIDDERS** must satisfy **themselves** lot/ s meet their condition standards. For a more detailed inspection/ personal assessment please tel. BBR, speak with AB. Following a reneged bid BBR insists ALL Postal Bid sheets **MUST LIST FULL C.C. details** otherwise bids NOT ENTERED!

---

**Inks**

43. **TEA KETTLE INK.** 2.5ins tall, deep **emerald green** glass, tapering circular shape with heavily embossed raised floral decoration. Upturned spout with brass fitting, no cap. A particularly rare & fabulous offering! Very good. NR £350-400+

44. **TEA KETTLE INK.** 2.25ins tall, **cobalt blue** glass, tapering octagonal fluted shape with upturned spout with brass fitting, no cap. Very good. NR £120-150+. (NL)
45. **TEAKETTLE INK.** 2.25ins tall, **white opaline** glass stepped tapering octagonal shape with octagonal upturned spout. Very good. NR £120-150+. (MH)

46. **TEAKETTLE INK.** 2ins tall, **bright green** glass, tapering octagonal shape with octagonal upturned spout. Crack to top - displays ok? Good. NR £50-60+. (MH)

47. **TEAKETTLE INK.** 2.75ins tall, **brown** salt glaze, 6 sided tapered shape embossed ‘Josiah/ Jonsons/ Japan/ Writing/ Fluid London’. Base nibbles overall super crude. NR £80-120+.

48. **COTTAGE INK.** 2.75ins tall, aqua glass cottage shape ink, tiled roof, door & windows to front, pen recess to rear, water butt to side. Very good. NR £70-80+.

49. **OCTAGONAL INK.** 2.5ins tall, **cobalt blue** glass, crudely shaped octagonal ink with pen recess & sheared lip. Very crudely formed. Very good. NR £20-30+. (MH)


51. **BELLOWING MAN INK.** 2.25ins tall, 3ins long, variating tan & **brown** salt glaze in shape of a bewinged mans face with gaping mouth. Ink aperture to forehead. Very good. NR £80-100+.


53. **SNAIL INKSTAND.** Metal frame 4 by 5.75ins with pair of revolving, **white milk** glass snail shape inks (one repaired). NR £40-60+. (NL)

54. **EMBOSSED INK.** 2.5ins tall, aqua glass, boat shape embossed ‘Carr’s/ Bonza’ above pen rests. Very good. NR £20-30+. (NL)
55. OCTAGONAL INK.
2.5ins tall, aqua glass wide
based octagonal shape with
pen rest. Very good. NR
£20-30+. (NL)

56. BLACKWOOD &
CO BULK
STONEWARE INK
BOTTLE. 15ins tall, off
white glaze handle to rear,
birds beak spout. Imp’d
‘BLACKWOOD & CO/
LONDON’ to shoulder.
Pot stone to side. Good.
NR £30-40+. (GM)

57. EXPRESS
DAIRY CO LTD
CREAM POT. 5.25ins tall, blue
top, blue transfer
‘EXPRESS DAIRY CO LTD/ FIRST PRIZE FOR
CREAM/ DAIRY SHOW
1888’. Base stamped
‘DAIRY SUPPLY CO
LTD LONDON WC’. Very
rare large size. Good. NR
£40-60+

58. LEEDS CREAM
POT. 4.25ins tall, off
white glaze, black
transfer ‘RICH FRESH CREAM/
PROVINCIAL DAIRIES/
LEEDS/ WARRANTED

59. LEEDS CREAM
POT. 3ins tall, off
white glaze, black
transfer ‘PROVINCIAL
DAIRIES LEEDS’. In-
manufacture shoulder
mark. Good. NR £20-
30+.

60. MORECAMBE
CREAM POT. 4ins tall,
brown top transferred
‘THE CREAMERY/
MORECAMBE’. Good.
NR £30-40+.

61. MAIDSTONE
CREAM POT. 5.25ins
tall, green top, green
transfer ‘JORDAN &
PAWLEY PRIMROSE/
DAIRY/ 32 KING ST/
MAIDSTONE’. This large
size is exceptionally rare.
Good. NR £80-120+

62. MAIDSTONE
CREAM POT. 3.75ins tall,
green top, green
transfer ‘JORDAN &
PAWLEY PRIMROSE/
DAIRY/ 32 KING ST/
MAIDSTONE’. An
extremely fine sharp print. Good.
NR £30-40+

63. MAIDSTONE CREAM
POT. 2.75ins tall, green top,
green transfer ‘JORDAN &
PAWLEY PRIMROSE/ DAIRY/
32 KING ST/ MAIDSTONE’. An
extremely fine sharp print. Good.
NR £30-40+.

Cream pots


66. WELFORD & SONS CHINA CREAM POT. 3ins tall, churn shape transferred ‘HIGHEST AWARDS... DAIRY FARMS/ HARLESDEN & WILLISDON/ EST'D 1845/ WELFORD & SONS/... BRANCH DAIRIES... CHIEF DAIRY AND OFFICES/ ELGIN AVENUE MAIDA VALE. W’, By special appointment/ coat of arms to rear. Coalport p.m. good. NR £80-120+.


70. CYLINDER CREAM POT. 4.5ins tall, white glaze, black transfer ‘PURE/ “DEVONSHIRE” CLOTTED CREAM’ base transferred ‘DAIRY OUTFIT CO OFFICE KINGS CROSS LONDON’. Very good. NR £40-60+.

71. BOURNEMOUTH CREAM POT. 3.75ins tall, churn shape, brown top, black transfer ‘LANEY’S DAIRY/ (CENTRAL)/ BOURNEMOUTH’. Very good. NR £40-60+.
72. COOPERS BUTTER-CROCK. 6ins tall, 8ins diam, white glaze, black transfer ‘COOPER & COS/GLASGOW, LONDON/AND/ LIVERPOOL’. Rim hairlines, base chip. NR £40-60+.

73. LARGE QUANTITY CARD MILK BOTTLE TOPS - several hundred - at least, more than 12 different types. NR £30-40+.

74. HUNTSMAN ALES PUB JUG. 4.5ins tall, yellow body, black transfer ‘HUNTSMAN ALES’ with huntsman pictured both sides ‘ELDRIDGE POPE & CO LTD’ to front hunting scene in silhouette below rim. James Green & Nephew Ltd p.m. Inside rim flake. NR £20-30+.

75. SIDBURY PUB JUG. 4.5ins tall, blue & white oriental scene all around ‘ROYAL OAK SIDBURY’ in black print to front ‘VR PINT’ measure to side. Glaze flakes to pouring lip. NR £60-80+.

76. ROBINSON PUB JUG. 3.5ins tall, white body blue print ‘ROBINSON’S/ BEST MILD’ logo to the other. T.G. Green & Co Ltd p.m. Very good. NR £20-30+.

77. WATNEY’S ALE PUB JUG. 4.25ins tall, mustard glaze body, black print ‘WATNEY’S ALE’ both sides ‘WATNEY COMBE REID & CO LTD/ STAG BREWERY/ LONDON S.W.1.’ to front. James Green & Nephew Ltd p.m. Good. NR £20-30+.

78. YE MONKS PUB JUG. 4.5ins tall, mustard glaze body, black transfer ‘CURIOUS OLD WHISKY DONALD FISHER LTD’ with monk pictured both sides ‘YE MONKS’ twice below rim. Wade p.m. NR £30-40+.


 CONDITION - help us to help you!
Spot condition differences/ faults/ repairs we have not please advise BBR staff. As always we will announce such amendments prior to the sale.
80. MAGEE MARSHALL PUB JUG. 3ins tall, yellow & white body, black transfer ‘MAGEE MARSHALL & CO LTD’ both sides. H.C.W. p.m. Good. NR £30-40+.

81. MACKINLAYS PUB JUG. 4ins tall, yellow body black print ‘MACKINLAY’S/SCOTCH WHISKIES’ both sides. ‘THERE’S NO USE TALKING/-TASTE IT!’ MACKINLAY’S’ to front. James Green & Nephew Ltd p.m. Good. NR £30-40+.

82. HULL PUB JUG. 4.5ins tall, white body, black transfer ‘LION BLEND FINEST/SCOTCH WHISKY/ (8 YEARS OLD)’ one side ‘HY WILSON...SAVILLE ST/ HULL’ to the other. Newhall Hanley Staffs p.m. Good. NR £60-80+.

83. BLACKBURN PUB JUG. 4ins tall, pale green body raised lettering ‘LION BREWERY/BLACKBURN’ on side ‘LION ALES’ to the other. H.G. Stephenson Manchester p.m. NR £20-30+.

84. WARWICK PUB JUG. 5.75ins tall, stoneware jug, blue top lower off white glaze, black print ‘THE WARWICK MINERAL/ WATERS CO./ CASTLE LANE’. Price Bristol p.m. Good. NR £40-60+.

85. GRANT’S PUB JUG. 4.25ins tall, triangular 3 way pourer shape, red glaze, white lettering ‘GRANT’S/ STAND FAST/SCOTCH WHISKY’. Hancock Corfield & Waller Ltd Mitcham p.m. One minor panel glaze flake otherwise very good. NR £20-30+.

86. HOOK NORTON BREWERY TIN TRAY. 13.5ins square, “DRINK HOOK NORTON BEER”/ HOOK NORTON BREWERY CO LTD’ wheatsheaf pictured, all on red background. NR £20-30+.

EMAILS BIDS
Email bids to: sales@onlinebbr.com add full name, address & credit card details, or fax: 01226361561. YOU MUST ALSO POST BID SHEET - EVEN ARRIVING AFTER THE SALE

AFTER SALE PRICES REALISED on: www.sales@onlinebbr.com or Facebook - BBR Auctions or email BBR for a pdf: sales@onlinebbr.com
87. DANIEL CRAWFORD GLASS PUB JUG. 7.25ins tall, *ruby red* glass, clear glass applied handle, engraved lettering (picked out in gold) ‘FINEST VERY OLD/ SCOTCH WHISKY/ DANIEL CRAWFORD/ 81 QUEEN STREET/ GLASGOW’. Very good. NR £40-60+

88. DUNDEE GLASS PUB JUG. 7ins tall, *ruby red* glass with clear glass applied handle, white enamelled lettering ‘ROBERTSON’S/ DUNDEE/ WHISKY’. Very good. Fabulous piece! NR £60-80+

89. BOS WHISKY GLASS PUB JUG. 4.5ins tall, *green* glass with clear glass applied handle, white enamelled lettering ‘TRY THE FAMOUS/ “BOS”/ WHISKY’. Very good. NR £40-60+

90. DUNDEE GLASS PUB JUG. 5.5ins tall, *ruby red* glass with clear glass applied handle, white enamelled lettering ‘ROBERTSON’S/ J.R.D./ DUNDEE/ WHISKY’. Very good. NR £40-60+

91. D.C.L. GLASS WHISKY DECANTER. 8.5ins tall to top of stopper, *amber* glass white enamelled lettering ‘VERY OLD SPECIAL/ “D.C.L.”/ SCOTCH WHISKY’. Very good. NR £60-80+

92. ROBERTSONS GLASS WHISKY DECANTER. 9ins tall to top of stopper, *pale blue* glass. Etched lettering & t.m. picked out in gold ‘ROBERTSON’S/ DUNDEE/ WHISKY’. Very good. NR £60-80+

93. ROBERTSONS GLASS WHISKY DECANTER. 9ins tall to top of stopper, *green* glass acid etched lettering ‘ROBERTSON’S DUNDEE/ WHISKY’. Very good. NR £60-80+

follow BBR Auctions on Facebook
Auction results/ News/ Updates regularly added to FB
94. BULLOCK LADE ASHTRAY. 5.5ins diam, ‘BULLOCH/ LADE GOLD LABEL/ PEDIGREE SCOTCH’ with Scottish Highlander pictured to inside with decorative blue design outer. Causton London p.m. Very good. NR £20-30+.

95. CALEY’S ASHTRAY/ MATCH-STRIKER. 4.75ins tall, 6ins across oval base, blue & white with lady at well pictorial. ‘CALEYS TABLE WATERS’ 2 sides, ‘BY ROYAL WARRANT TO... THE KING’ & ‘BY ROYAL WARRANT TO H.R.H... PRINCE OF WALES’ to 2 sides. Very good. NR £40-60+.

96. JOHNNIE WALKER ASHTRAY. 5.25ins diam, green glaze with coloured Johnnie Walker figure ‘BORN 1820 STILL GOING STRONG’. James Green & Nephew p.m. Rim chip. NR £20-30+.


99. SCHWEPPES CLEAR GLASS BARREL. 12ins tall to top of stopper ‘SCHWEPPES/ GREEN/ GINGER/ WINE’ in gold engraved lettering. Good. NR £40-60+.

100. SCHWEPPES ASHTRAY. 5 by 3.5ins, multicoloured image lady filling glass from waterfall. ‘SCHWEPPES BY APPOINTMENT TO THE KING’ & ‘BY... H.R.H. PRINCE OF WALES’. Some glaze wear. NR £20-30+.

101. SCHWEPPES ASHTRAY. 4.75 by 3.75ins, Queen of Hearts playing card design ‘SCHWEPPES/ SODA SELTZER & SPARKLING MALVERN WATER/ SUPPLIED TO H.M. THE QUEEN FOR 60 YEARS 1837-1897’. Very good. NR £40-60+.

POSTAL BIDDERS
Postal bidders must satisfy themselves lot/ s meet their condition standards. For a more detailed inspection/ assessment please tel. BBR, give lot numbers, & call back later - to speak with AB.
102. SCHWEPPES ASHTRAY. 4.25ins diam, ‘BY APPOINTMENT/ SODA WATER GINGER ALE/ SCHWEPPES’ bottle shown in colour, green glaze to outer. ‘Empire works Stoke-on-Trent’ p.m. Slight glaze wear. NR £20-30+.

103. SCHWEPPES HAMILTON BOTTLES. One 8.75ins long, aqua glass, squared lip embossed ‘GENUINE SUPERIOR/ AERATED WATERS/ ST BERNIERS STREET OXFORDS STREET/ SCHWEPPES & CO’. Other 9.5ins long, light aqua glass, same embossin, larger with couple of base flakes. (2) NR £20-30+.

104. SCHWEPPES DUMPY SELTZER BOTTLES. 6 & 5ins tall, bright green glass embossed in script lettering ‘SCHWEPPES & CO’ with fountain t.m. (2) Good. NR £20-30+.

105. SCHWEPPES DUMPY SELTZER BOTTLES. Approx. 5.25ins tall, bright green glass embossed ‘SCHWEPPES’ with fountain t.m. Minor variations. (2) Good. NR £20-30+.

106. SCHWEPPES DUMPY SELTZER BOTTLES. Tallest 6.75ins, 2 olive green glass crown cork closure. Plus aqua example all embossed ‘SCHWEPPES’ with coat of arms. (3) Good. NR £20-30+.


108. COLMANS MUSTARD TIN. 7ins tall, 9.25 wide & 6ins deep, multicoloured scenes to lid & all around. Sailing scene to lid with ‘COLMANS/ GENFINE/ MUSTARD’ stag at bat to front. Slight wear otherwise good. NR £30-40+.

109. WHITE STAR CONFECTIONARY TWIN HANDLED VASE SHAPE TIN. Multicoloured scenes front & rear ‘WHITE STAR CONFECTIONERY MANUFACTURERS/ M WOODWARD & SONS LTD WAVETREE LIVERPOOL’ printed under lid. Top knob reglued, otherwise quite good. NR £30-40+.

110. GROUP OF 3 HUNTLEY & PALMERS TINS. One book shaped Morrocan syle cover, stamped inside lid & two casket shape, simulated wood with metal fittings & one with hunting & fishing scenes both base stamped. Good. NR £20-30+.
111. LYONS’ TOFFEE LIGHTHOUSE SHAPE TIN. 9.5ins tall, sliding windows create perpetual calendar. ‘LYONS ASSORTED TOFFEES’ around base. Good. NR £60-80+.


113. MAZAWATTEE EDWARD VII CORONATION MEDALLION TINS. One Southsea, one Whitstable & one plain ‘MAZAWATTEE CHOCOLATE’. (3) NR £30-40+.


116. FISH TINS. Fish shape tins, 4ins long. NR £30-40+.

117. WORLD GLOBE TINS. One large & 2 small. NR £30-40+.

118. HEART SHAPE TINS. ‘Crongress Marial Boulogne 1938’, one with cherub pictured & one with clown (?) pictured. NR £30-40+.


AFTER SALE PRICES REALISED
BBR posts sale results on its website: sales@onlinebbr.com alternatively find them on Facebook: BBR Auctions or email BBR for a pdf: sales@onlinebbr.com
120. ROWNTREE’S ENAMEL SIGN. 19 by 12ins, ‘BUY HERE/ROWNTREE’S / GUMS/ FOR QUALITY & DELICIOUS FLAVOUR’ white lettering on dark blue background. Surface & outer edge chips & rust. NR £120-150+.

121. ATLAS ASSURANCE ENAMEL SIGN. 15 by 8ins, ‘ESTABLISHED IN THE REIGN OF GEORGE 111/ ATLAS ASSURANCE/ COMPANY LIMITED FIRE AGENCY’ dark blue & white lettering on pale blue background, coloured picture of atlas holding up world gobe. Good. £400-500

122. PRICE’S CANDLES MULTICOLOURED SHOWCARD. 18 by 14.5ins, drummer boy pictured writing letter resting on his drum by the light of a candle ‘PRICE’S/ CANDLES AND NIGHT LIGHTS’. Slight crease to bottom L/ hand corner but overall very good. Strong image. £170-220+.

123. COMESTIBLES PRESSSED TIN SIGN. 15 by 10ins, ‘COMESTIBLES/ AUX/ TRUFFES/ CLAUDOT - DES CHANDELIERS/ MAISON FONDEE EN 1816’ etc. Deer pict. t.m. Overall really good. NR £80-100+

124. MELLINS FOODS MIRROED BAROMETER. 20ins diam, barometer in heavily carved frame ‘MELLINS FOOD’ in gold raised lettering to frame. ‘MELLIN’S/ FOOD/ FOR INFANTS & INVALIDS’. Crack to mirror & needle missing but a really impressive decorators piece. Never seen another. £150-200+

125. PLAYERS NAVY CUT MULTICOLOURED TIN ON CARD SHOWCARD. Pirate tipping gold coins onto table with seated gentry ‘PLAYER’S NAVY CUT/ TOBACCO & CIGARETTES’. Good. NR £30-40+

127. GUINNESS TIN ON CARD SHOWCARD. 12 by 8ins, coloured picture showing sailor holding up yacht whilst painting rudder ‘GUINNESS FOR/STRENGTH/ SO HANDY IN CANS’. Slight surface marks. NR £30-40+.


130. MALVERN TABLE WATERS MULTICOLOURED SHOWCARD. 19.5 by 12.5ins, fairy pictured filling bottle from ‘ST ANNS WELL’ ‘BURROW’S/ MALVERN/ TABLE WATERS/ DIRECT FROM THE/ MALVERN HILLS/ OF ENGLAND TO YOUR TABLE’. Slight outer edge wear. NR £30-40+.

131. WRIGHT’S PRESSED TIN SIGN. 21 x 11ins, multicoloured busy cartoon scene of men playing draughts in Post Office. ‘WRIGHT’S’ in raised lettering, packet of ‘Wright’s Juicy Fruit Chewing Gum’ pictured. Outer edge rust etc. NR £30-40+.

132. CRAWFORDS BISCUITS FRAMED EMBOSSED TIN SIGN. 26 by 20ins, ‘CRAWFORD’S/ DELIGHTFUL/ BISCUITS’ in red lettering with peacock pictured. Some damage to frame, surface rust etc. £60-80+.

133. JOHNSON BROS ADVERTISING PLATE. 10ins diam, detailed pictorial transfer of pottery buildings ‘JOHNSON/ BRO’S/ MANUFACTURERS/ OF/ NEW ROYAL SEMI-PORCELAIN SANITARY WARE HANLEY ENGLAND/ (HANLEY)/ LIMITED’ to rear, coloured floral design other side. Very good. £30-40+. 
134. ADVERTISING AUTOMATON. 29ins tall, chef type figure holding plaque ‘FRESHLY MADE WAFFLES/ FOR YOU/ CHERRIES/ KIRSCH AND CREAM ONLY 50P’. Good. NR £60-80+.


136. SCHWEPPES TONIC WATER ADVERTISING FIGURE. 13.5ins tall, colourful stylish figure group of cricketers, batsmen & wicket keeper. 3 bottles of Schweppes tonic water as his stumps. ‘SCHWEPPES’ in black lettering to plinth. Carlton Ware Ltd p.m. Very good. NR £150-200+.

137. SCHWEPPES TONIC WATER ADVERTISING FIGURE. 13.5ins tall, colourful stylish figure group of cricketers, batsmen & wicket keeper. 3 bottles of Schweppes tonic water as his stumps. ‘SCHWEPPES’ in black lettering to plinth. Carlton Ware Ltd p.m. Very good. NR £150-200+.

138. SCHWEPPES TONIC WATER ADVERTISING FIGURE. 12.75ins tall, colourful stylish figure group of lady & gent race goers, top hatted gent sat on bottle of Schweppes tonic water. ‘SCHWEPPES’ in black lettering to plinth. Carlton Ware Ltd p.m. Very good. NR £80-120+.

139. BULL DOG GUINNESS ADVERTISING FIGURE. 5.75ins tall, figure of a sitting bull dog, white glaze with blue transfer “BULL DOG” GUINNESS/ ROBT PORTER & CO LTD/ LONDON/ AND LIVERPOOL’. Still scarce. Very good. NR £150-200+.

SALE DAY FLOOR BIDDERS
All items sold AS SEEN.
Bidders must ensure lot/s meet personal expectations.

141. FRY’S CHOCOLATE ADVERTISING FIGURE. 6.75ins tall, Spelter? figure of a small boy hand in pocket. Plaque to plinth reads ‘HELLO DADDY/ GUESS WHAT I’VE GOT/ “FRY’S CHOCOLATE”. Good. NR £40-60+.

142. FRY’S MULTICOLOURED FRAMED CUT-OUT ADVERT. 31 by 20.75ins, ‘FRY’S PURE SOLUBLE BREAKFAST COCOA’ boy & girl, factory in distance & giant hand holding carton. ‘FOR GLOWING HEALTH/ FREE GIFT COUPON IN EVERY TIN’. Very good. NR


146. GUINNESS CERAMIC PENGUIN FIGURE LAMP BASE. 7.25ins tall, black, white, orange & yellow penguin ‘DRAUGHT/ GUINNESS’ white lettering on blue plaque. Carlton Ware p.m. Very good. NR £60-80+.

147. GUINNESS PAIR OF RUBBEROID FIGURES. Toucan figure, ‘MY GOODNESS/ MY GUINNESS’ (minus glass) plus penguin holding plaque ‘DRAUGHT GUINNESS SOLD HERE’. Tallest 7.25ins. (2) NR £40-60+.

148. FLOWERS WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE BUST. 10.25ins tall, ceramic bust predominantly red with yellow detail on square plinth ‘PICK FLOWERS/ KEG BITTER’ white lettering on black. Carlton Ware p.m. Very good. NR £40-60+.
149. WORTHINGTON E FIGURAL. 9ins tall, coloured ceramic figure, couple drinking leant on bar formed as a letter E ‘WORTHINGTON E’ blue lettering on white oval plinth. Beswick England back stamp. Very good. NR £60-80+.


151. WORTHINGTON E FIGURAL. 9ins tall, coloured ceramic figure 2 rugby players drinking leant on bar formed as a letter E ‘WORTHINGTON E’ blue lettering on white oval plinth. Beswick back stamp. Very good. NR £60-80+.

152. WORTHINGTON MAYOR FIGURE JUG. 9ins tall, red, white, black & cream colouring. Bottle of Worthington (red label variant) Pale Ale forming handle. Beswick p.m. Very good. NR £30-40+.

153. AIRDRIE DATED WHISKY FLAGON. 10.5ins tall, top tan, bottom off white glaze, raised coat of arms to front dated 1860 above with raised scroll ‘GEORGE JAMES CROSS/ COAL MASTER AIRDRIE’. Lots of applied sprigs in relief - drinking party, knights in Armour. Prince of Wales plumes, man on barrel, Grecian figures etc. all around, grapes & vines to handle. A truly stunning & magnificent example of its type. Good. NR £600-800+.
BIDDERS  All items sold AS SEEN

Bidders must ensure lot/s meet personal condition standards/expectations.

154. ABERDEEN LARGE AULD LANG SYNE WHISKY JUG. 10ins tall, off white glaze, black transfer showing 3 men sat at table imbibing, verse above ‘THOMAS DONALDSON 124 KING STREET/ ABERDEEN’ in blue imp’d lettering to shoulder ‘AULD LANG SYNE’ to rear. H Kennedy Glasgow p.m. An exceptional (unrecorded?) offering. Good. NR £600-800+.

155. AULD LANG SYNE LARGE WHISKY JUG. 12ins tall, long tan neck with pouring lip, handle to side. Black transfer 3 men sat at table imbibing verse above “AULD LANG SYNE” to shoulder. H. Kennedy Glasgow p.m. These large size long necked variants remain elusive! Good. NR £170-220+. (AB)


**158. MINIATURE WARNERS.**
4.5ins tall, amber glass, embossed ‘WARNERS/ “SAFE”/ CURE LONDON’ with the familiar Safe motif t.m. Rear lip chip. An opportunity to acquire an affordable ‘classic rarity’ (relatively easy to resin repair?). NR £80-120+.

**159. WARNERS SAFE CURE BOTTLE.** 9.5ins tall, light olive green glass embossed ‘WARNERS SAFE CURE/ LONDON’ with the familiar Safe motif t.m. Attractive pale coloured version. Very good. NR £50-60+.

**160. WARNERS SAFE CURE BOTTLE.** 9.5ins tall, olive green glass, embossed ‘WARNERS SAFE CURE/ LONDON’ with the familiar Safe motif t.m. Very good. NR £30-40+.

**161. WARNERS SAFE CURE BOTTLE.** 9.5ins tall, deep amber glass, embossed ‘WARNERS SAFE/ DIABETES/ CURE/ ROCHESTER/ N.Y. U.S.A./ TORONTO CANADA/ LONDON/ ENGLAND’. Despite some surface (very colourful?) patination this is a rare bottle - to clean or not? NR £80-120+.

**162. WARNERS SAFE CURE BOTTLE.** 7.25ins tall, red amber glass, embossed ‘WARNERS/ SAFE NERVINE/ ROCHESTER N.Y.’ traces of paper label to rear with the familiar Safe motif t.m. Scarce (blob top too?) Very good. NR £40-60+.

**163. WARNERS SAFE CURE BOTTLE.** 9.5ins tall, red/ amber glass embossed, embossed ‘WARNERS/ SAFE/ KIDNEY & LIVER/ CURE ROCHESTER N.Y.’ with the familiar Safe motif t.m. Scarce blob top variant. Very good. NR £20-30+.

**164. FISHER SEAWEED EXTRACT BOTTLE.** 5.25ins tall, bright green glass triangular shape with bulb neck embossed to front ‘FISHERS/ SEAWEED/ EXTRACT/ MANX SHRUB/ (REGISTERED)/ COMPANY/ ULVERSTON’ with ‘QUARRIES PATENT’ to side. Ex/ very good. NR £120-150+.

---

**follow BBR Auctions on Facebook**

Auction results, News & Updates regularly added regularly to FB - simply befriend us!
165. HANDYSIDES CONSUMPTION CURE BOTTLE. 8.5ins tall, dark olive green glass embossed ‘HANDYSIDE’S/ CONSUMPTION CURE’. Very good. NR £40-60+. (AB)

166. HANDYSIDES BLOOD FOOD BOTTLE. 7ins tall, aqua glass embossed ‘BLOOD FOOD PREPARED/ BY/ G. HANDYSIDE’. Scarce. Very good. NR £30-40+. (AB)

167. HANDYSIDES BLOOD FOOD BOTTLE. 7ins tall, golden amber glass, embossed ‘BLOOD FOOD/ PREPARED/ BY/ G. HANDYSIDE’. Gorgeous, rare, colour. Very good. NR £60-80+. (AB)


169. HANDYSIDES BLOOD FOOD BOTTLE. 10.25ins tall, bright green glass, embossed ‘BLOOD FOOD/ PREPARED BY/ G. HANDYSIDE’. Extremely rare colour - superb! Very good. NR £60-80+. (AB)

170. HANDYSIDES HEALTH FOOD BOTTLE. 10ins tall, dark olive green glass, embossed ‘HEALTHY FOOD/ PREPARED BY/ G. HANDYSIDE’. Scarce variant. Very good. NR £30-40+. (AB)

171. PRICES PATENT CANDLE CO BOTTLE. 7.75ins tall to top of stopper, cobalt blue glass wedge shape bottle, embossed ‘PRICES PATENT/ CANDLE/ COMPANY/ LIMITED’ with diamond registry mark to front. Stopper usually absent - this is a ‘gem’! Very good. NR £30-40+.

The following 5 cures are all rare & from a long time collection

172. CATALINE COUGH CURE BOTTLE. 7.5ins tall, rectangular shape pale blue glass, embossed ‘CATALINE COUGH CURE/ FOR HORSES/ AND ALL LIVE STOCK’ with horizontal measure marks. Very good. NR £20-30+.

173. ABERGELE INDIGESTION CURE BOTTLE. 5.5ins tall, aqua glass rectangular shape, embossed ‘THE GREAT FFISICORA/ INDIGESTION CURE’ to front panel ‘OEAINN JONES/ ABERGELE’ to side panels. Very good. NR £20-30+.


176. NEURAKOS CURE BOTTLE. 4.5ins tall, aqua glass, embossed ‘NEURAKOS/CURE TIC AND NEURALGIA’. Very good. NR £40-60+.

177. KEELEY CURE BOTTLES. Both 5.75ins tall, clear glass. One ‘L.E.K./THE KEELEY CURE TOBACCO HABIT...BY DR L.E. KEELEY/DWIGHT. ILL’ (lip chip) & other ‘DR KEELEY’S DOUBLE CHLORIDE OF COLD CURE/FOR/DRUNKENNESS A TESTED/AND INFALLIBLE REMEDY...’. (2) Some lip damages! NR £80-120+.

178. POISON SHOP ROUND. (DP pg153) 8ins tall to top of chisel stopper, cobalt blue glass, horizontally ribbed ‘TINCT./IODI’ in white enamelled lettering with ‘POISON’ in red near base. Superb! Very good. NR £80-120+. (NL)

179. THE ETON STAR POISON BOTTLE. (DP pg 58) 3.5ins tall, cobalt blue glass, star section with flat back. Embossed ‘POISON/NOT TO BE TAKEN’ vertically. Extremely rare wide neck example. Very good. NR £80-120+.

180. W.H. BAILEY POISON BOTTLE. (DP pg 67) 3.5ins tall to top of clear glass stopper, cobalt blue glass, vertically embossed ‘NOT TO BE TAKEN’. Base embossed ‘BAILEY OXFORD ST. W.I.’ Very rare. Very good. NR £80-120+.

181. TAYLORS PATENT POISON BOTTLE. (DP pg 55) 6.75ins tall, bright green glass. Curved back, domed studs either side of narrow panel to front. Embossed vertically ‘NOT TO BE TAKEN’ base embossed ‘TAYLORS LIVERPOOL’. Scarce large size. Very good. NR £40-60+.

182. LARGE HEXAGONAL POISON BOTTLE. 8.75ins tall, 20 oz cobalt blue glass, embossed ‘POISON’ (giant letters!) vertically to front panel, vertical ribs either side. Lip flake. NR £30-40+.

POSTAL BIDDERS
Postal bidders must satisfy themselves lot/s meet their condition standards. For a more detailed assessment please tel. BBR with lot numbers & call back to speak with AB.
183. ADMIRALTY POISON BOTTLE. *(DP pg 149)* 6.25ins tall, **cobalt blue** glass, hexagonal vertically ribbed to 3 panels embossed ‘POISON’ with arrow. Very good. NR £20-30+.

184. PAIR OF ADMIRALTY POISON BOTTLES. *(DP pg 149)*. Tallest 7.5ins, **cobalt blue** glass, square section 3 panels vertically ribbed, embossed ‘16 & 8oz N’ - arrow to front panel. Unusual colour differences? (2) Very good. NR £20-30+.

185. PAIR OF SERGSOL POISON BOTTLES. 5.75ins tall, cut off back hexagonal with recessed panels, embossed ‘SERGSOL/ “ELLIOTT” POISON’ to one side ‘NOT TO BE TAKEN’ to sides. ‘SERCSOL ELLIOTT POISON’ to the other. One amber, other **dark amber** glass. Still scarce. (2) Good. NR £30-40+. (NL)

186. DR ORESTE SINANIDE’S POISON BOTTLE. *(DP pg 20)* 4.5ins tall to top of stopper, coffin shape in **cobalt blue** glass. Embossed ‘DR ORESTE/ SINANIDES/ MEDICAL PREPARATION “ORESTORIN”’. Rarely seen for sale. Very good. NR £60-80+.

187. STONEWARE POISON BOTTLE. 10ins tall to top of screw stopper, triangular section in **off white** glaze ‘POISON/ REGD/ NO 59803 NOT TO BE TAKEN’ in **black** print to shoulder ‘SHARPS AMMONIA’ to stopper. Rare. Good. NR £30-40+.

188. STONEWARE POISON JAR. 5.5ins tall **off white** glaze jar ‘POISON’ in **black** print to shoulder. Skey Tamworth p.m. Rare. Good. NR £30-40+.

189. COBALT BLUE GLASS POISON BOTTLE. 4ins tall to top of cut glass stopper, octagonal neck with embossed ribs & diamond protrusions to main body. Very heavily embossed all over - a super thing? Very good. NR £20-30+.

190. PAIR OF POISON BOTTLES. One light **olive green** other **bright green** glass, 6 sided poison bottles. One embossed ‘VORSIGHT/ GIFT’ other ‘GIFT/ FLASCHE’ both with skull & crossbones either side to front & rear ribbing. (2) Very good. NR £30-40+.

191. CHEMIST’S JARS. (4) early clear glass jars, domed metal lids, all with base **pontils**, tallest 14ins. **Unusual, early, freeblowns!** (4) Good. NR £30-40+.

192. LARGE ONION SHAPE BOTTLE. 11.25ins tall, (chemists shop display?) **dark olive green** glass, applied collar lip. Base pontil. Very good. NR £80-120+.
193. CHEMISTS BOTTLE. 11ins tall to top of flat stopper. Amber glass, ground pontil. Enamelled label ‘TINCT./ JODI’ red lettering on white to one side, paper label to the other ‘LIQUOR AMMON CAUSTIC/ SALMIAK GEIST’. An impressive large piece. Very good. NR £30-40+.

197. EMBOSSED EYEBATH. 1.5ins tall, deep amber glass, squat shape on circular foot, embossed ‘OFTALMOL’ to bowl. Very good. NR £20-30+.

194. DRUG JAR. 3.75ins tall to top of domed lid. White glaze with label ‘EXTR. VALERIAN’ in black lettering. Very good. NR £30-40+.

195. STONEWARE DRUG JAR. 7.25ins tall, top mid brown, lower off white glaze. Raised sprig coat of arms with elaborate scroll above, imp’d ‘WEBSTER/ LATE/ EAYTE NO 5 GRACECHURCH ST’. Very good. NR £30-40+.

198. PAIR OF EYEBATHS. 1.75ins tall, Earthenware unstemmed eyebaths blue & white glazed. (2) Very good. NR £20-30+.

199. FREEBLOWN EYEBATH. 2.75ins tall, bright green glass, large bowl with turned in rim on pedestal stem, ground pontil base. Very good. NR £20-30+.

200. PAIR OF EYEBATHS. 2 pedestal type white glazed earthenware eyebaths, tallest 3ins. (2) Very good. NR £20-30+.


202. PAIR OF FREEBLOWN EYEBATHS. One cobalt blue glass pedestal type & olive green glass example. Tallest 3ins. (2) Very good. NR £20-30+. 


205. 6 EYEBATHS. All clear glass some freeblown, various pedestal types & squat version, tallest 3ins. (6) Very good. NR £20-30+.

207. NIGHT LIGHT. 3.75ins tall, squared shape in amber glass with 4 portraits of Queen Victoria to sides. Small rim hairline otherwise good. £20-30+.

208. NIGHT LIGHT. 3.5ins tall, pale blue milk glass, raised floral decoration of fluted ground, flared rim. Good. NR £20-30+. (NL)

209. CHUTNEY JAR. 4.75ins tall, blue glaze, black transfer, natives carrying crates marked ‘INDIAN CHUTNEE’ pictured one side. Natives around cooking pot pictured to rear. Faint hairline & glaze wear to rim. NR £30-40+. (CM)

210. CHUTNEY JAR. 4.5ins tall, white glaze mythical beast pictured one side, natives to the other ‘LUCKNOW CHUTNEY’. Lip chip. NR £20-30+. (CM)

211. WRIGHTS BISCUIT JAR. 8.5ins tall to top of white metal lid. Clear glass acid etched ‘WRIGHT AND SON LTD’ with ‘WRIGHT & SONS LIT BISCUITS’ engraved to lid. Tiny chip to rim. NR £30-40+.

212. CHOCOLATE MOULDS. Metal chocolate moulds 3ins. One shape of a thistle, other in shape of a crown. (2) NR £20-30+.

Miscellaneous

206. SALT GLAZE PIPE SAMPLES. Box containing 8 salt glaze pie samples ‘Yard Gully’ ‘Straight Pipe’ ‘Bend’ ‘Rainwater Shoe’ etc. ‘NATIONAL SALT GLAZED PIPE MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION HANOVER SQUARE LONDON W1’. Fragile lid to box. NR £80-120+. (GM)
GRENADES
Postal restrictions mean we cannot post any of these if full or with part contents!

Fire grenades

213. BOX OF 6 FIRE GRENADES. Original wooden crate 19 by 13 by 8ins, containing (6) French fire grenades, amber glass spherical shape, embossed within circles ‘SYETEME/ LABBE’ & GRENADE/ EXTINCTEUR’ all sealed & with part/ all contents. Good. NR £200-300+.

214. HAYWARDS FIRE GRENADE. 6.25ins tall, orange amber glass spherical shape embossed within diamond panel ‘HAYWARDS HAND FIRE GRENADE’ lead seal remains to neck. Contents evaporated. Good. NR £40-60+.

215. HAYWARDS FIRE GRENADE. 6.25ins tall, pale blue glass, spherical shape, raised diamond embossing within circle ‘HARDENS HAND FIRE EXTINGUISHER GRENADE’ one side ‘PATENTED/ NO 1 AUG 1871/ AUG 14 1888’ to other. No contents. Good. NR £40-60+.


217. SET OF FIRE GRENADES IN WIRE CAGE. 15ins long. amber glass spherical shape, embossed within diamond pane ‘HAYWARDS HAND FIRE/GRENADE’ one with original paper label with use instructions. All full, contents & original wire rack (very rare). Very good. NR £120-150+.

218. FIRE GRENADE. 7ins tall. pale blue glass fluted spherical shape, unembossed. No contents. Good. NR £40-60+.


Email contact? Always ensure your email is included on your bid sheet!
221. HARDENS STAR FIRE GRENADE. 8ins tall, mid blue glass, spherical shape vertically ribbed with ‘Star’ embossed within circle, central band embossed ‘HARDEN HAND GRENADE FIRE EXTINGUISHER’ no contents. Rare large size. Very good. NR £60-80+.

222. FRENCH FIRE GRENADE. 5.75ins tall, golden amber glass, spherical shape, embossed within circle s ‘SYSTEME/ LABBE’ & ‘GRENADE MBOUSSITILITE PARIS’. Plus advertising card ‘GRENADE “LABB”/ EXTINGUITER D’INCENDIE’ plus envelope containing 3 small circular paper label ‘PLUS DINCENDIE...’. Very good. NR £40-60+.

223. RAILWAY FIRE GRENADE. 17.5ins long, cobalt blue glass tubular shape embossed ‘G & N. N.W.R.Y’ within contents on wooden stand. Top has been temporarily sealed - I feel this will peel off to reveal its true appearance. Extremely rare. Very good. NR £80-120+.

224. MAN ON BARREL FLASK. 9ins tall, tan salt glaze figural flask formed as a man on a barrel. Imp’d ‘ALL ROUND MY HAT GOOD CUSTOMERS I SEE’ one side ‘ALL ROUND MY HAT I VEARS A GREEN WILLOW’ to the other. Some attractive in-manufacture flaws/crudities. Very good. NR £120-150+.

225. PEG LEG SAILOR FLASK. 8ins tall, top half brown, lower tan salt glaze, half modelled as a sailor with wooden leg. In-manufacture crease mark in clay to rear. Overall very good. A particularly rare, large size, example of this scarce flask. NR £120-150+.

EITHER OR BIDS
For absentee bidders on a tight budget BBR operates an ‘either’ ‘or’ option. Bid ‘£X’ on one item, ‘£Y’ on another if unsuccessful. We can even carry amounts over. BUT - make instructions simple and clear! If in doubt email AB.
226. **HAND SHAPE FLASK.** 11ins long. Salt glaze, overpainted, some unpainted sections. Realistically modelled as a hand with mans head wearing hat to the opening. An extremely rare flask offering. Minor paint wear, overall very good. NR £170-220+. (DD)

227. **POWDER FLASK.** 9.25ins tall, brown & tan salt glaze flask in shape of a powder flask, with game dogs in relief. Base imp’d ‘SMITH LAMBETH’. Overall very good - tiny end flake near top. NR £80-120+. (DD)

228. **LORD JOHN RUSSELL REFORM FLASK.** 7.25ins tall, top half modelled as Lord John Russell holding scroll, imp’d ‘THE TRUE/ SPIRIT OF/ REFORM’ ‘LORD/ JOHN RUSSELL’ below with ‘BELPER & DENBY BOURNES/ POTTERIES/ DERBYSHIRE’ imp’d p.m. to rear. Very good. NR £120-150+.

229. **BARREL FLASK.** 8ins tall, tan salt glaze flattened barrel shaped spirit flask. Raised diamond lozenge imp’d ‘J & M UNDERHILL/ OLD/ TOM/ 1837’ to top. Tiny chip to top side/ edge. Very rare, large size. NR £120-150+. (Ex D Davidson collection)


231. **NOTTINGHAM SLAB SEAL FLASK.** 7ins tall, grey/ green glaze, rectangular shape with round shoulders, vertical slab seal imp’d ‘F. NOYES/ SPIRIT MERCHANT/ NOTTINGHAM’ surrounded by raised gothic arch. **Pulled out of the canal bank @ Huddersfield.** An exceptionally rare early type of slab sealed flask. Very good. NR £270-320+. 
232. SLAB SEAL PORTER BOTTLE. 8.25ins tall, grey/green glaze, slab seal with ‘MIDLAND/ B.B.’ (Railway?). Extremely rare. Minor base nibbles. NR £80-120+. (DN)

233. SPIRIT FLASK. 7ins tall, flattened rectangular flask with ribbed sloping shoulders with raised decorative swags front & rear. Amongst the rarest & earliest of the rib necked flask forms. Good. NR £60-80+. (DD)

234. LARGE TAM O SHANTER JUG. 9.5ins tall, brown & tan salt glaze formed as Tam O Shanter, his hat forms pouring spout. Excellent warm colour. Minor spout flake & chip to bottom L. NR £80-120+.

235. DUKE OF WELLINGTON LARGE JUG. 8.75ins tall, brown & tan salt glaze, face jug formed as Duke of Wellington. Hat forms pouring spout. Probably the best example of this I’ve seen - superb! Very good. NR £150-200+.

236. 3 BELLAR-MINE STYLE JUGS. Tallest 7.5ins, various shades of glazing tan, grey & brown. Delightfully crude. (3) Good. NR £60-80+. (CM)

237. SALT GLAZE JUG. 7.75ins tall, top mid brown, lower tan salt glaze both sides in bold relief, hounds bringing down stag. One side hounds attacking, boar to other. Tree stump handle. imp’d ‘Doulton & Watts/ Lambeth Pottery’ to base. A scarce early piece - excellent modelling & colouring. Very good. NR £80-100+. (DD)


SALE DAY FLOOR BIDDERS
All items sold AS SEEN. Bidders to ensure lot/s meet their expectations.

ABSENTEE BIDDING FORMS
Following a renaged bid BBR insists ALL Postal Bid sheets MUST LIST FULL C.C. details - or bids NOT ENTERED!
239. **SALT GLAZE JUG.** 5.25ins tall, top brown, lower tan salt glaze, greyhound handle with raised hunting scene all around main body. Possibly Brampton. Minor inside rim flake otherwise good. NR £60-80+.

240. **SALT GLAZE JUG.** 6.25ins tall, all over **light tan** salt glaze, faceted cottage shape with doors & windows both sides to bottom half. Trailing vines etc. above. Superb - Brampton? Very good. NR £60-80+.

241. **PAIR OF TYGS.** 5.25ins tall, top brown lower tan salt glaze with 3 greyhound handles & hunting motifs etc. all around. Both imp’d ‘DOULTON LAMBETH’ One with minor greyhound handle damage. (2) NR £40-60+.

242. **SMALL SIZE TOBACCO JAR?** 3.75ins tall to top of lion shape finial to lid. Brown & light tan salt glaze, 6 sided fluted base with fluted domed lid. Possibly Brampton & reportedly unique when sold many years ago? Very good. NR £80-120+.

243. **BRAMPTON SAUCE BOAT.** 4ins tall, delightful brown & light tan salt glaze sauce boat in shape of a fish with gaping mouth, tail forms handle. A truly fine quality, rare, piece! Very good. NR £120-150+.

244. **GRANTHAM SALT GLAZE TANKARD.** 5ins tall, dark brown top, lower tan salt glaze, raised hunting scenes all around imp’d ‘W. BURNETT GRANTHAM’ below rim. Strap handle to rear. Small inside rim flake. Place named pieces are extremely rare. £100-120+.

245. **SNUFF TAKER TOBY JUG.** 9ins tall, tan salt glaze, full figural of a standing toby jug, taking snuff. Great item! Very good. NR £120-150+.

246. **LARGE LOVING CUP.** 6.5ins tall, dark brown treacle glaze, twin handled. Smoking toper to one side, woman snuff taker to the other, grapes & vines below rim. 2 frogs to interior at bottom. Very good. NR £60-80+. (DD)

---

follow BBR Auctions on Facebook
Auction results, News & Updates regularly added to FB - simply befriend us!
247. LARGE DOULTON TOBY JUG. 12.5ins tall, top & base, dark brown, main body tan salt glaze, toby figure sat on barrel with double X holding jug. Base imp’d ‘MANUFACTURED FOR PHILLIPS OXFORD ST LONDON’ with Doulton Lambeth p.m. Impressive! Good. NR £80-120+.

248. PAIR OF SPANIEL FIGURES. 5.75ins tall, dark brown treacle glaze, seated spaniels. Rare. (2) Good. NR £30-40+. (DD)

249. MAZEPPA SPIRIT BARREL. 12.75ins tall, grey salt glazed barrel with lots of wheel engraved decoration below top & around base. Dark brown raised sprigged decoration of a naked man tied backwards on the back of a galloping horse. Bung hole near base and one offset to top. Comes with an old magazine article about the lot. Very good. NR

250. BROWN GLAZED STONEWARE STAND. 6.5ins diam, 2.5ins tall, stand for kettle or teapot (?) on 3 paw shaped feet. Probably Brasmpton - & a rare form indeed. Very good. NR £40-60+.

251. GERMAN STONEWARE LARGE BOOK. Entitled ‘GERMAN STONEWARE/ 1200-1900’ by David Gaimster. Lots of illustrations, some in colour. Good. NR £30-40+. (GM)


253. IRISH DATED SEALED WINE BOTTLE. (D Burton Vol 2 pg 743) 9.75ins tall, dark olive green glass, silver mount to neck with silver stopper. Kick up base with base pontil. Seal ‘(Date 1770 indistinct) MSCANLAN ESQR BALLYNAHA’. Couple of body bruises on L side. NR £80-120+. (CM)

255. SEALED CYLINDER WINE BOTTLE. *(D Burton vol 3 pg 1229)*
11ins tall, **dark olive green** glass, 3 piece mould, double collar lip. Seal ‘P’ surmounted by an Earls Coronet c.1850-70’s. Superbly struck seal. Very good. NR £80-100+. (CM)

256. SEALED CYLINDER WINE BOTTLE. 11.25ins tall, **dark olive green** glass, 3 piece mould, double collar lip. Griffin within shield to seal. Base embossed ‘P & R Bristol’. Very good. NR £80-100+. (CM)

257. SEALED CYLINDER WINE BOTTLE. *(D Burton vol 3 pg 1112)*
12.5ins tall, **dark olive green** glass, 3 piece mould, applied collar lip. Seal ‘EMMANUEL/ COLLEGE’ (Cambridge) c.1860-1870. Rare. Very good. NR £80-100+. (CM)

258. NAILSEA STYLE ONION SHAPE WINE BOTTLE. 9.5ins tall, **light olive green** glass with white enamelled flecks. Base pontil, long neck with applied double collar lip. Very good. NR £60-80+.


260. MINIATURE SEALED CASE GIN BOTTLE. 5.75ins tall, **dark olive green** glass, tapered shape, applied lip. Shoulder seal reads ‘SCHIEDAM ZUNEN’. Particularly crude example. Very good. NR £30-40+.

261. SEALED CASE GIN BOTTLE. 10.5ins tall, **dark olive green** glass, tapered shape, pig snout lip, shoulder seal ‘J.H. HENKES’ with stork? pictured. Very good. NR £40-60+. (CM)

262. SEALED CASE GIN BOTTLE. 11.5ins tall, **dark olive green** glass, tapered shape, pig snout lip. Shoulder seal ‘A.V.H’. Very good. NR £40-60+. (CM)

AFTER SALE PRICES REALISED
BBR posts sale results on its website: sales@onlinebbr.com alternatively find them on Facebook: BBR Auctions or email BBR for a pdf: sales@onlinebbr.com
263. SEALED CASE GIN BOTTLE. 11ins tall, dark olive green glass, tapered shape, pig snout lip. Shoulder seal ‘AVH’. Also embossed ‘AVAN HOBOKEN & CO/ ROTTERDAM’ both sides. Very good. NR £40-60+. (CM)

264. SEALED CYLINDER WINE BOTTLE. 9ins tall, dark olive green glass, applied collar lip. Base pontil, low body seal ‘I.C. HOFFMAN’ with paper label with lots of information. Very good. NR £60-80+. (CM)

Sale end.

CONDITION Help us to help you!
If you spot condition differences/ faults/ repairs which we have not please advise staff. We announce such amendments prior to sale.

FREE FINAL Saturday catalogue LOTS MORE available Monday 28 September

2 ways to get it:
Order FREE off BBR website:

1. Register (name/ address etc)
3. Under ‘auction catalogues’ click the catalogue required - ‘add to cart’
4. Proceed to ‘check out’, click ‘t & C’s’
5. Place order
6. ‘Order details’ click DOWNLOAD FILE OR click ‘download’ link - sent by email!

Second way to get it:
just email BBR: sales@onlinebbr.com on Monday 28 September & we’ll forward the final pdf

EITHER OR... BBR’s unique ‘either’ ‘or’ option Enabling postal bidders, on a tight budget, to have more chances to obtain something for collections - keep instructions simple & clear!
BBR Unreserved Auction Saturday 3rd October
Blg 21 doors open 9am, sale starts @ 11am    A very big sale!

EVERYTHING sold as seen sale day. Items collected after payment - anytime during or after sale (calculation sheets available). Absentee bids accepted, additional accurate condition reports prior are very problematic due to storage - we will always do our best.


1. Hair restorer pot lid ‘The Nil Desperandum/Hair Restorer’
2. Boxed mini soda syphon & instructions
3. Man on barrel treacle glaze flask. Good
4. Household ammonia bottle, olive green glass embossed ‘Launders Household Ammonia’
5. Cobalt blue embossed ink ‘Hyde/ London’ conical shape (lip damage)
6. Pot lid ‘Cold Cream Civil Service and/ General Stores Limited 71 to 79 New Oxford Street London W.C.’
7. ‘Players Please’ pub jug
8. Manchester porter bottle grey green glaze imp’d ‘Knowles & Co Manchester XXX’
9. Red/ amber lip codd bottle embossed ‘This Bottle is the Property of R. White Camberwell No Deposit Charged’
10. ‘Horners Devonshire Clotted Cream’ cylindrical cream pot. Pink transfer
11. Pot lid ‘Areca Nut Tooth Paste’ ships pictorial transfer (chip repair & hairline to flange)
12. 5 clear glass barrel shape spirit dispensers ‘Port’ ‘Gin & ‘Scotch’
13. Pair of chemists rounds, green ribbed glass with recessed labels under glass. Good
14. Mix lot: tray containing car lamps, pewter tankards, clock, glasses, brass funnel etc.
15. ‘Gabriel Snubbers’ - shock absorbers fitted to many vintage/ veteran cars inc. Model T Ford
16. Tray containing grease guns, several car name plates: Morris, golf, Mini, Zodiac, Datsun, Triumph etc.
17. An early fur lined motoring coat
18. Mah Jong game in leather case, 3 framed seaside prints & cigarette album
19. Scrap album, Christmas card album, 5 toffee hammers, 5 scholl slates & slate pencils & wooden candlesticks
20. Vanity case with part contents, postcards & cigarette cards
21. Grp of car spares: wing mirrors, bulbs, pedal rubbers etc.
22. Grp of car spares: 3 gear lever extensions for Morris cars & Ampere guage spark plugs etc.
23. 4 BMC boxed car parts, brass ashtrays, 3 boxed Merico Valve rods (7)
24. Mixed lot: striped blazer, 7 plates, invalid feeder, mugs, glass vase with invalid cameo etc.

26. 7 ‘AA’ car badges

27. 3 R.A.C. car badges

28. Early car badge ‘Scottish Commercial Motor Users Association’ brass with enamel centre

29. Early ‘Royal Automobile Club’ badge

30. Early AA car badges, large one in brass & chrome metal example (2)

31. Bullnose Morris Club car badge & Westmorland Motor Club car badge

32. Ford car licence plate 31st Dec 1933 & ‘Vintage Motorcycle Club’ badge & ‘Hit One Your Own Size’ badge (3)

33. Mix lot: cast iron egg stand, lrg tailors iron, 2 spirit levels, box of laundry charcoal, copper measures & drills etc.


35. Framed sampler ‘Mary Ann Haworth 1828’

36. Set of scales with weights & boxed set of weights

37. 3 Vintage car horns

38. Duckhams oil cans, empty Red X can, Thermet Water Heat Controlling Device & radiator cap etc.


43. Pendelfin grp: Tammy, Tennyson, Crocker, Dandy, Totty, Oliver, Barney, Poppet & 2 stands

44. Pendelfin grp: Blossom, Jim-Lad, Solo, Birdie, Muncher, Angelo, Rocky, Wakey, Humphrey, Victoria, bongo, Whopper etc. (27)

45. Poole Pottery coffee set, white metal teapot, boxed Royal Doulton crystal stopper

46. Pressurised brass canister, 2 clutch gauges & brass valve etc.

47. Lrg flagon: ‘Bentley’s Yorkshire Breweries Ld Woodlesford Nr Leeds’

48. Harrogate Pump Room bottle. Dark green, heavy blob lip. Unusual squat example

49. Trio soda syphons, all clear glass ‘H. Dyson & Sons Nelson’ & 2 ‘Hooper Struve’

50. Flagon ‘Mackintosh Bros High Class Table Waters Barnet & Gillingham’

51. 4 Virol jars & 4 Keiller marmalade jars & mustard

52. Palethorpes Royal cambridge Sausages carton

53. Castor Oil stoneware bottle with original label ‘Castor Oil Pills Malton & Boroughbridge’

54. 4 tennis ball boxes: Slazenger 1938, Spencer Moulton & Spalding Tennis Balls, some with contents

55. Beer bottles grp mainly from Coventry (12)

56. Grp 10 codd bottles from Coventry & Coventry spirit flask & hop ale bottle (12)

57. 4 Coventry g.b’s: Hinds & W. Lant & Co

58. 3 Coventry g.b’s: Marriott & Co, Pearsons & Andrew & Heath

59. 2 Coventry dumpy seltzers: L Chapman Manufacturer Coventry

60. 5 Dumfries g.b’s: 2 Armstrong & Dickie & 2 Robert Carruthers & Turners

61. Laycocks Chester g.b. & Edmondson & Co Ltd Liverpool beer bottle, Oswestry bottle & John Lyon & Co Birkenhead bottle

62. Skeleton figural poison flask plus 6 skull cups (Ref: Deadly Pleasures pg 171). Made in Japan. Good

63. Stoneware jug with raised hunting motifs

64. Soda syphon, cobalt blue glass acid etched ‘Woodbury Beverages Long Island N.Y.’ Good
65. Salt glaze drug jar (?) with raised coat of arms & recumbent lions etc.
68. 6 eybaths: 5 pedestal type: blue, green, clear amber, milk glass, double reservoir type in green glass
69. 5 cobalt blue poisons inc. 2 dumpy types, 2 embossed Strychnine plus hexagonal type
70. 2 g.b’s: The Crewe Mineral Water Co Ltd & Davies Ginger Beer Tenby
71. 2 g.b’s: James H. Hill Dumfries & Hay & Sons Aberdeen
72. 3 g.b’s: Jones Bros Oxford & Reading, John H. Ablin Trowbridge & North & randall Ayesbury
73. Grp cobalt blue mainly poisons rectangular & hexagonal
74. Grp mixed bottles: Haigs Dimple Whisky in Boy, Thornes Whisky, Mexican Hair Renewer, wine bottle & set of 3 amber cylinders (11)
75. Amber glass poison cylinders + patent stoppers (2)
76. Mixed grp: poisons etc, amber, blue & green glass. Some with stoppers (20)
77. Mix grp poisons etc. green & amber glass. Some with stoppers
78. Pears grp: Tin ‘Pears Fullers Earth’ coloured image nurse & baby to lid, packet of ‘Pears Transparent Soap’, boxed ‘Pears Toilet Soap Box’
79. Pears ephemera: ‘The Graphic Portfolio Pears Soap Makers’ & approx 20 Pears magazine inserts & calendar etc.
80. 2 Pears annuals 1897 & 1898
81. Wardonia folding stand up card advert: ‘Wardonia’ Sensational Way of Shaving
82. Levers Soap Powder coloured showcard ‘Levers Y Wise Headz Royal Disinfectant Soap Powder’
83. Mix grp: Bronze letter holder, Wade port barrel, Mr Pickwick jug matchholder, coffee package, Champion Flour bag, Ogden’s tin, Horner toffee tin, reeves paint box, & Victorian pottery sign
84. Grp Pratt lids: Lord Raglan Gen Canrobert, The Shrimpers, A Fix, The Sportsman, Garibaldi, 2 b & w lids Burgess, C.W Shepherd Cold Cream & Clarke’s ointment pot
85. Mix grp: set of kitchen scales & weights, 6 inks, glass jam pot, dunlop tennis balls in box, jewellery wrap, bracelet, cigar tin, blacking jar & skittle shape bottle
86. Grp of theatre programmes & music magazines
87. Ephemera grp inc. pages from ‘The Illustrated London News’ mounted prints pages from ‘The Sphere’ etc.
88. Ephemera grp inc. pages from ‘The Illustrated London News’ mounted prints pages from ‘The Sphere’ ‘Graphic’ etc. ‘The Schweppes Collection’ - see Sunday items too!
89. 4 Schweppes dumpy seltzer bottles, 3 green, 1 amber glass
90. 4 Schweppes dumpy seltzer bottles, all green glass
91. Grp Schweppes matchstickers & ashtrays (some damaged)
92. Schweppes ephemera: Annual reports, general meetings, Schweppes bottles 1792-1939, prints etc.
93. Grp 15 Schweppes ginger beer bottles
94. Grp 16 Schweppes hamiltons
95. Grp 5 Schweppes soda syphons, all clear glass acid etched
96. Grp 15 Schweppes ginger beer bottles
97. Schweppes memorabilia grp: playing cards, postcards, bottle openers, mini bottles, ashtrays, pen knives, model bus, ruler, paper knife etc.
98. Schweppes mini soda syphon, clear glass acid etched
99. Schweppes pale amber glass soda syphon
100. Schweppes pale amber acid etched soda syphon
101. Schweppes deep amber acid etched soda syphon
102. Lrg grp of Schweppes bottles (24)
103. Grp Schweppes ginger beer bottles (15)
104. Schweppes memorabilia: playing cards, bottle openers, ashtrays, cig lighter, penknives, mini bottles etc.
104A. Schweppes Bicentenary boxed set of glasses & bottle + boxed paperweight, cutting boards, books & price lists

104B. Schweppes tin tray ‘Schweppes Tonic Water’

104C. 11 Schweppes bottles & codd bottle ‘J. B. bowler Bath’

104D. 12 Roses Lime Juice bottles


105. Dufftown & Portsoy g.b ‘Macdonald Ld Brothers/ Dufftown and Portsoy’. Good

106. Inverurie g.b. brown transfer ‘Hay & Sons Beverley road/ Inverurie’. Good

107. 2 g.b’s: Harston & Co Ltd Leeds & Harrogate & The Warwick Mineral Waters Company Ltd

108. 2 Lincoln beers: Whitton & Ashley/ Lincoln

109. 2 Lincoln Porter bottles: ‘J.W. harrison/ Lincoln’ & ‘Knight/ Lincoln’. Good


111. 2 beer bottles: ‘york Bottlers Association Ltd’ & ‘Tadcaster Tower Brewery Co Ltd Yorl’. Good

112. 2 beer bottles: ‘Strakey Knight & Ford Barnstable’ & ‘Starkey, Knight & Ford Bridgewater’. Good

113. 2 beer bottles: ‘W. B Reid & Co Newcastle on Tyne’ & ‘Ridley Cutter & Firth Manor Brewery Newcastle’. Good

114. Conssett codd bottle: ‘N. Elsdon Conssett’ plus imp’d g.b. ‘J & T Pickering Tudhoe Grange’ (damaged)

115. 2 Welsh g.b’s: ‘R. Ellis & Sons Ruthin’ + ‘Harleck Mineral Water Co’

116. 2 Welsh g.b’s: ‘Johnstone and Pembroke Dock’ & ‘thomas Niagara Works Swansea’

117. 2 Welsh g.b’s: ‘Facey & Son Abergavenny’ & ‘Stailes Brewery Blaenavon’

118. Guinness clothes brush + mini Guinness bottle, 2 C.W.S Advertising rules & Bookee ruler & puzzles

119. 5 ‘Parrot Boot Polish’ tins

120. Dominoes sets:
Franklys Cutty Shag + Leo Self raising Flour

121. Enamel sign:
‘Notice to Customers’

122. Pictorial tin sign:
‘Murphys Stout’

123. Art Nouveaux inkstand & 2 clear glass feeder inks
152. 6 chemist rounds, all clear glass tallest 8ins plus set of weights, Firey Jack tin, medicine bottles & Virol wooden box
153. 2 lrg meat dishes inc. black willow pattern example, 2 calendar plates & blue & white pictorial plate (GM)
154. Harrogate cold cream pot lid ‘Wilson & Son/ Chemists Harrogate’
155. Cherry Toothpaste pot lid
156. Cherry Tooth Paste square pot lid
157. Labelled mercury jar & Ethyl Chloride bottle
158. Pot lid & base ‘Cherry Toothpaste Patronized by the Queen/ John Gosnell & Co London’
159. Pr Woods Areca Nut Toothpaste pot lid & bases red & black transfers
160. Mix pottery grp: 2 character jugs, 6 Wade Whimseys, cup & saucer, Hornsea Pottery piece etc.
161. Nursery Rhyme tea set: teapot, jug, cup & saucers + Beswick horse
162. Box of postcards
163. Box of old newspapers & Royal ephemera
164. 8 cigarette card albums: radio celebrities, air raid precautions, flowers, foot brakers, motor cars etc.
165. 8 cigarette card albums: film stars, Kings & Queens, tennis, motor cars, footballers, International air liners etc.
166. 7 cigarette card albums: Royal Airforce, filmstars, seafishes, cycling 1839-1939, trick billiards
167. Birthday book designed by H.R.H The Princess Beatrice 1881 & Young England an illustr’d magazine for young people + bottle collecting book (3)
169. Tray mix bottles: codd’s, medicines, inks, castor oil etc.
171. Mix bottle grp: Dan Rylands X1 Patent, 2 Sheffield beers, hamiltons & porter etc. (13)
172. Grp Barnsley bottles: early codd, hamiltons Barrett & Elers, Clarksons beer & 2 pub flasks (8)
173. Lrg grp mainly beer bottles: Blackburn, Carlisle, Bedford, Haslington, Harrogate, Nottingham, Birmingham etc.
174. Framed print featuring Lord Brougham, Lord Russell & Lord Grey The Reformists
175. Morpeth map & letter + old London map, framed mag. inserts, Lifebouy Soap etc. + Janette Macdonald signed photo & Ronald Coleman photo
176. Framed butterfly cig cards, political print, framed Ilfracombe print & countryside scene (4)
177. 6 framed prints: Wisbech scenes. Good
178. ‘W & T Avery Ltd’ ceramic scales plate
179. Pestle & mortar. Good
180. Salt glaze barrel 10ins tall, raised coat of arms & ‘Bitters’ below to front. Good (DD)
181. Lrg stoneware brown glazed jug. 10ins tall, raised coat of arms + recumbent lions either side
182. Lrg brown glazed barrel. 15ins tall, with raised coat of arms, Knights on horseback etc. (GM)
183. Pr Domestos flagons 14ins tall.
184. Grp 20 inks: round, square, bell, boat, octagonal shapes & damaged cottage ink
185. Grp cobalt blue poison bottles (5)
186. Drambuie rubberoid abr back figure ‘Bonnie Prince Charlie’
187. Early Johnnie Walker rubberoid bar back figure on wooden plinth ‘Johnnie Walker Born 1820 Still going Strong’
188. Irish Mist ceramic figural decanter: ‘Irish Mist/ Ireland Legendary Liqueur’
190. Mix lot: bottle openers, laquered box, cow butter dish, kit kat mug, glasses, ashtrays, & frosted glass vase etc.

191. Ephemera grp: billheads, Bazaars leaflets, Ludo game, Railway Co & Steamships letters/ invoices etc.

192. Auto jumble grp: Lucas lamp glasses, hub caps, spark plugs, brass handles, radiator caps & lots more

193. Auto jumble grp: carburettors, commutators, dipstick etc.

194. Auto jumble grp: brake drum, foot pump, brake liners (for Morris Oxfrod 1923-1930)

195. Mix lot: Tea canister, jelly moulds, blue & white plates etc + g.b. & Schweppes bottles

196. Mix bottles grp: beers, poisons, codd, jars etc.

197. Grp of tins + 3 enamel candlesticks, Beer Labels of the World book & glass rolling pin etc.

198. Brass ware grp: candlesticks, taps, door knobs, light switches, handle etc.

199. Vinola Soap box, Players cigarette box, handkerchief box, Elizabeth Arden Powder, St Bruno Flake tin & Yardleys box

200. Sml counter top display cabinet, curved glass top velvet lined

201. McKenzie biscuits hand bag tin

202. Sharps Toffee house money box tin

203. Caperns Bird Seed picture cards of birds

204. Hand mirror shaped like Huntley & Palmers Osbourne biscuit

205. 2 infant hospital puzzles

206. 2 sets of dominoes Golden Virginia & Make Mine Mansfield

207. 5 advertising puzzles: van Houten, Royal Edison, White Swan, Nut House & 7 ‘IS’ puzzles

208. Virgin Airways comforts bag & British United Airways bag

209. Tray of 25 vintage tins

210. Franklyns Shag tin score board

211. 4 tins books: 3 biscuit tins & The Tin Can book

212. 3 Fry’s games + 5 advertising games: Enarco, Bev, Homeceea, John West, U Back’ etc.

213. 6 childrens advertising books: Odol, 2 OXO, gibbs, Uncle Mackiltic etc. + Cadburys book, Frys Works magazine & Guinness p/ cards

214. 6 Watney Manns 1966 World Cup glasses + 50 advertising golf balls

215. Lrg Sunshine biscuits tin, Peek Freans drum tin, Hollands toffee dice tin, Wilkins fruit Bon Bons tin & 4 Kellogs Frosties puzzles

216. Rare poison bottle, cobalt blue glass, cut off hex. embossed ‘carbolic acid/ Poison Use With Caution’

217. Poison bottle cobalt blue glass embossed ‘For/ External/ Use Only/ Prescription Reese Chemists MPG By Reese Chem Co Cleveland/ O’

218. Ben Ewe stone bottle transferred ‘Ben Ewe/ Old Highland Whiskies Laing & Co & Sunderland’. Good (KB)

219. Nottingham g.b: ‘Hickton/ Nottingham’. (KB)

220. 2 g.b’s: James Hart Milford Haven & J Edwards Llandrindod Wells’

221. 2 stout bottles: Beswick Brothers Double Stout Blyadon on Tyne & R. J. Thurlow Durham (CM)

222. Swansea g.b. ‘Hurns Swansea A High Class Giner Beer’ (CM)

223. North Berwick Ginger stout bottle, ‘Macintyres Brewed Ginger Stout/ North Berwick’ (IM)

224. Bradford g.b: ‘Milnes & Son/ Undercliffe Bradford’ (CM)

225. Amethyst glass (sun coloured) codd bottle embossed ‘Brothwell & Mills/ Workington’

226. Ice blue glass codd, crown cork closure top!

227. Amber glass codd ‘Groves & Withnall Salford’, aqua Snowdrop & Snowdrop Liverpool bottle (3)

228. Early Cod Liver Oil bottle, pale blue emb’d ‘Alcous Emulsion of Cod Liver Oil’ (GM)

229. 2 night lights cobalt blue & green glass

230. 2 cobalt blue chemists rounds (JR)

231. Hardens Star Fire grenade, blue glass - with contents

232. Amber glass ‘Warners Safe Cure London’ bottle

233. Amber glass 1/2 pint ‘Warners Safe/ Cure/ London’ bottle

234. 3 boxed ‘Medicine Glass & Minim Measure’

235. 8 eyebaths - 3 cobalt blue, 2 green & 2 clear pedestal types & clear glass reservoir type
236. Cornishware: ‘Vinegar’ & ‘Oil’ bottles, T.G. Green
237. Cornishware ‘Flour’ shaker, T.G. Green
238. Cornishware ‘Milk’ jug, T.G. Green
239. Pub jug: ‘Wills’s Woodbine/ Cigarettes’
240. 5 pub jugs: Martell, Ricard, Glenfarclas, Marstons & Haig
241. 7 ashtrays Mackinlays, Scotts Emulsion, Doulton Sanitary Equipment, Carlsberg, Burdon Sherries & Williams & Humbert
242. 7 Woodbine, Cinzano, Barclays Beers, Worthington, Ricard, Acqua Minerale
243. Cast iron paperweight ‘B.R.’ (British Rail?)
244. 4 enamel golf tee numbers 1-4 & ‘Principle’ + ‘L.V.A.’ enamel signs
245. Boston Spa cream pot ‘Rich Cream St Johns Dairy Boston Spa’
246. 2 Schewpees ashtrays + ‘Mobberley Creamery’ cream pot, ‘Borax’ lid, pot lid & potted meats
247. 9 pot lid bases some with printing (NL)
248. Gladstone bag foot warmer, Lovatts langley
p.m. Good
249. Royal Worcester boxed egg coddler & Spode jug
250. Salt glaze jug with raised motifs around
251. Tin spinning top with aeroplanes pictured & wooden whip & top
252. 5 clock keys, brass grain measure, candle snuffer + The Seamless Stove & Sandemans pencil holder
253. Mix lot: Boxed Firex Fire Extinguisher, Boxed mini Guinness bottles, opticians instrument, fly trap & densimetre etc.
254. Mix lot: Cadbury’s jug, wooden shuttle, price list, pyrex baster, Shredded Wheat dish, 2 plates & Boxed Beater whisk
255. Animal train, tin plate battery operated (boxed)
256. Boxed kiddies gramophone by Chad Valley
257. Boxed tin plate juping zebra
258. The Jigsaw Book, 2 jigsaw puzzles, Snow White jigsaw cubes, Locomotive jigsaw & Hopla game
259. Boxed picnic & playground games compendium, Disc It puzzle, Teasem puzzle, tin with counties of England game, bag of coloured balls & Skipper Brand Navy Cut tin
260. Box of Dunlop tennis balls, 10 tourists & cyclists maps, boxed Lensbury Creme tin, cycling cigarette album & cycling book etc.
261. Lrg salt glaze barrel with raised coat of arms & ‘Brandy’ in raised lettering
262. Lincoln jug, stoneware ‘Edwin Murfin/ tea Merchants Lincoln’
263. 2 porters, grey/ green glaze ‘J. Richardson Selby’ & ‘Harrison Lincoln’
264. 2 Lincoln porters ‘R. Dawber Lincoln’ & ‘L.P. Ostler Lincoln’
265. 2 codd bottles: J. Kershaw Gateshead & Woodsons & Co Bedlington + Scrumpy flagon & 3 black glass beers ‘Whitbred & Son Manchester’
266. 3 Newport ginger beer bottles, porter shaped. 1 transferred, 2 imp’d
267A. Buchanans pub jug
267B. Fishguard g.b. ‘Rees Lewis & Sons Fishguard’
268. Colombo g.b? ‘The Ceylon Ice and Cold Storage Co Ltd Colombo’ (lion pict) (CM)
269. 2 pub jugs: Johnnie Walker & Dewars White
Label
270. Colombo g.b. ‘The Ceylon Ice & Cold Storage Co/ Colombo/ Ginger Beer’ (CM)
271. Madras g.b. ‘Spencer & Co Ltd/ Madras’
272. Elgin g.b. brown transfer ‘hay & Sons Elgin’
273. 3 ashtrays Fly B.O.A.C., taplows Scotch Whisky & Wm Younger Scotch Ale
274. Sarsaparilla framed multicoloured print, ‘Ayres/ Sarsaparilla’

More lots will be added here
301. Ross’s g.b., blue transfer ‘Ross’s/ Reliable Ginger/ beer/ Dumfries’
302. Barnsley valve codd ‘W & G Roseveare barnsley’. Good
303. Pr ‘Kings Patent Stopper’ bottles
304. Salford amber codd ‘Leigh & Co/ Salford’. Good
305. 7 cobalt blue glass poisons: hexagonal, rect’r, round + green glass curved back poison (8)
306. Dunfermline g.b. ‘S.C.W.S/ Limited/ Old/ Home Brewed/ Ginger Beer/ Dunfermline’
307. Edinburgh g.b. ‘Pioneer Table Water co Edinburgh’ (IM)
308. Chapmans patent bottle: ‘T. Howarth & Co/ Manchester’ (GM)
309. Emmerson black glass beer Newcastle. Good
310. 3 pictorial seltzer bottles: ‘E. mather/ Salford’ + ‘Moorhouse/ Hulme’ & ‘Alfred Matthews Middleton’
311. Warners Safe Cure bottle, dark amber glass ‘Warners Safe Cure/ Melbourne’. Good
312. 1/2 pint Warners Safe Cure bottle, amber glass ‘Warners/ Safe/ Cure/ London’. Good
313. 8 eyebaths: 3 cobalt blue, 3 clear glass pedestal types, blue unstemmed type & green reservoir type. Good
314. 3 g.b.’s: ‘H. Dyson & Sons/ Nelson’, ‘William Coup/ Albert Hotel Hebden Bridge’ & ‘S. Ogden/ bacup’ imp’d g.b.
315. 2 N.E. stout bottles: ‘W.B. reid & Co Ltd Newcastle’ & ‘John Routledge Waterloo Road Blyth’ (CM)
316. 4 pub jugs: 2 Jameson & 2 Crawfords
317. Mumm Champagne bottle & ice bucket
318. 2 tribal masks & wooden stall
319. Pr oil cans: Pratt & Shell
320. 3 stone hot water bottles, sepia transfer Doulton B.E.D bag + another
321. Gaymers Cider flagon
322. 3 soda syphons ‘cannes’ ‘Tring’ & another
323. Bellarmine flask
324. 19c. salt glaze jug & jar
325. Shaws Patent codd bottle ‘Wells Of Ripon’
326. Mackintosh lacquer casket sweet tin & other tins
327. Edwardian tin: Sandows Dumb Bells
328. Halifax vintage perpetual calendar
329. French drug jar ‘AQ Calci (no old) + 2 1930’s pharmaceutical catalogues
330. Rushbrooke Smithfield Advertising ham stand
331. Edwardian veterinary book ‘Diseases of Dogs’
332. Card advert ‘Giazox’
333. Dog show framed advert & Black & White Whisky mirror
334. 8 labelled beer bottles
335. Pr brass garden sprays
336. Framed bronze? death plaque ‘Ernest Edward Smith’
337. Framed erotic print
338. Framed ‘Mussolini’ brass medallion
339. 5 white metal Chinese tokens?/ seals?
340. Miniature carriage clock in carrying case
341. 4 faced buddah
342. Sml gramaphone shape clock + bronze? plaque
343. 2 ceramic snuff? bottles & desk seal
344. 4 chemists rounds, all clear glass with recessed labels tallest 11ins to top of stoppers
345. 3 clear glass chemists rounds all with recessed labels, tallest 11ins
346. 2 coablt blue chemists rounds with printed labes, gold, black & red 8.5ins tall
347. 2 cobalt blue chemists rounds with painted labels in gold, red & black 9.5ins tall
348. Ceramic drug jar, green glaze with painted label in gold, red & black
349. 4 chemists rounds, al clear glass one with recessed label tallest 8ins to top of stopper
350. ‘Soda Mint’ clear glass jar, 8.5ins tall + clear glass chemist jar + blue glass bottle
351. ‘Drambuie’ ceramic bar back figure, Bonnie Prince Charlie, 13.5ins tall
352. Wills’s Pirate Shag resin bar back figure. Pirate stood on treasure chest ‘Wills’s Pirate Shag’ 14ins tall
353. Guinness lrg resin figure Zoo Keeper ‘My Goodness My Guinness’ 16ins tall
354. Big Ben Blended Scotch Whisky ceramic decanter, Big Ben clock tower 17.5ins tall. Good
355. Slipper bed pan + grp of clay pipes, green eyebath, 3 potted meat jars & glass Colmans Mustard pot (7)
356. Grp ceramic figures: dolls heads, bodies & parts etc.
357. Bottles grp: perfume, smelling salts, inks, poison, lavender water & Dewhurst Sylko box etc. (20)
358. Tray mixed bottles: beers, sauces, poisons etc.
359. 5 lrg stoneware jars
360. Lrg amber glass Virol labelled with metal lid & sml virol jar
361. Grimwades Quick Cooker bowl + another without lid + ‘Raisins’ storage jar + Lightning egg separator (4)
362. 7 night lights: 2 blue, amber, green, purple & clear glass + blue octagonal ink (8)
363. Mix grp: Bells & Fosters ashrays, Wallers palm Toffee tin, Eyebath, Allenbury Pastilles tin, jar full of beads & potted meat jar
364. Mix grp: Sml Clarkes Pyramid foodwarmer, Horners Clotted Cream pot, Boots Confection of Senna, OXO mug & Godfrey’s Inhaler etc.
365. 5 glass Horlicks mixer jars, ceramic Horlicks mixer jug & Ovaltine glass mixer jar (7)
366. 5 stoneware footwarmers + 2 inhalers ‘Dr Nelsons’ (7)
367. Tray of mixed bottles: beers, codd, hamiltons, cream jugs etc
368. Tins grp: Nuttalls, Mintoes, OXO cubes, 3 Yardleys boxes, Thones Toffee, mustard tin, Squirrel Confection etc. (16)
369. Tins & packages grp: Fynnon Salt, OXO, Churchill tin, Beechex Cubes, nightlights etc.
370. Boxed Cromessol Sprayer & Essence, stoneware inkwell, Guinness tankard & BBR magazines & catalogues
371. Mix lot: 3 lrg lidded jars, bath codd bottle, E.P.Shaw bottle, stoppers, inhaler & eyebaths
372. Early pontilled wine bottle
373. Early black glass wine bottle, applied collar lip, base pontil. Very good (CM)
374. Early black glass wine bottle, applied collar lip, base pontil. Very good (CM)
375. Salt glaze snuff jar, woman snufftaker in relief, scroll above
376. Lrg stoneware jar ‘Richardsons Leicester’ (GM)
377. 20 John Hares stone ground self raising flour Henlow Beds flour bags (NL)
378. Mix grp: Microscope syand, mantels clock, boxed set of dominos, peg board box, ring travellers tin, 2 packs playing cards, barclays bank envelopes

Many more lots to be added - download PDF off BBR website
on Monday 28th September:
www.onlinebbr.com
or email AB.
Elsecar Antique Centre open 7 days a week 10am - 5pm
Upcoming auction lots displayed in BBR’s large green cabinets on the L.
BRR Terms & Conditions

CATALOGUE CONDITION TERMS:
As much care as is practicably possible is given to descriptions. Many items are of an age or nature precluding their being in pristine condition. We give serious consideration to concerns brought to our attention but reserve the right to disagree. Any additional information is generally mentioned before bidding begins but it is often not possible to contact absentee bidders at this point.

We are always happy to answer questions before a sale but it is your responsibility to reassure yourself before purchase. Generally we will indicate our judgement of lots quality & condition, giving due consideration to age & rarity. For guidance purposes only the following terms are used to give a feel of this judgement.

Cleaned / Restored: An object has been subjected to some restoration. Typically with glass items surface may appear tumbled or dipped, to remove unsightly patina or chips, or restored with resin. A ceramic item may have had portions replaced or re-glued. We recommend you examine an item or telephone for AB’s assessment of the extent of such. Cat. descriptions may make reference to damage or restoration but omission of such does NOT imply a lot is free from defects, nor does a reference to a defect imply absence of others.

Good: We judge it to be a good example, displays well, minus overtly unsightly damage. An item that is not pristine with signs of use & age - might include scratches, tears, surface faults.

Very Good: The item displays minor signs of wear, apparent on close inspection. This may include inconsequential chips or flaws, some corrosion to metal parts, or minor damage in unseen area (ie base or rear).

Excellent/ A1: An item as near to possible pristine, taking into account age. A bottle might for instance have base wear but full body sheen & strong embossing - no chips or cracks. Any time of manufacture flaws or patina of age in this instance deemed either part of the character, or not detracting.

IN SHORT
Many items are of an age/ nature precluding their being in pristine condition. Some catalogue descriptions may refer to damage/ & or restoration. Omission of such does not imply a lot is free from defects, nor does any reference to a particular defect imply the absence of others.

IMPORTANT:
No statement in this catalogue shall be deemed a warranty, representation or assumption of liability in respect of date, size, condition, quality, importance or provenance. Ultimate judge, & onus, is with the buyer.

BIDDING
The highest bidder is deemed the purchaser. Advances on each lot determined by the Auctioneer.

BIDDING FOR SOMEONE ELSE?
If you intend to purchase items for another person it is important you obtain a SEPARATE bidding number.

POSTAL BIDDING
Performed on behalf of absent buyers to buy items as cheaply as possible competing with other bids. No charge for this.

POSTAL BID SHEETS
Tied bids - the first to arrive secures. This can result in bidding the same price as someone else but NOT securing. It is in your best interest to return forms soon as possible. If you tel or fax bids through you MUST ALSO post off the bidding form, even though it may arrive after the sale.

ESTIMATES
Estimates are purely a guide - taking into account condition, rarity, & current market interests. Particular rarities, highly desirable, or unusual items can, & often do, exceed estimates. TELEPHONE BIDDING only taken on items expected to start at £200+ due to staffing logistics.

RESERVES
‘NR’ indicates lots NO RESERVE. Other lots may carry reserves.

PAYMENT
Tel/ postal/ fax & floor bids are a legally binding contract. Purchases to be paid before taken away. Cheques to BBR Auctions. Overdue accounts charged 3% after 21 days.

CREDIT CARD PAYMENTS
BBR accepts: Visa, MasterCard, Visa Delta & Switch.

You must complete your credit card information on the postal bid sheet - inc. EXPIRY DATE & ISSUE No. & issue date for a Switch card.

POSTAGE
Postal purchasers MUST advise how they wish items sending. Full p & p costs borne by purchaser. Following a sale we pack, weigh, & invoice for total amount, inc. p & p.

POSTAL BUYERS
Packing & weighing can take one working week to complete - please remain patient.

BBR PACKING
Generally our costs are much less than half competitors - such as Mailbox etc. We try to keep costs low: packing time & materials used. We have extensive experience with all manner of shapes, sizes, & fragility, which may require special boxes! Very bulky or heavy items we suggest carriers rather than Parcel Force. If you have a preferential carrier please advise when forwarding bids.

INSURANCE
BBR can insure goods in transit IF REQUESTED. UK PO rates: Extra insurance up to £1,000 goods value, £3.00 up to £2,500 value. NOT done unless specifically requested at time of bidding. Please familiarise yourself with P.O. terms & conditions of insurance.

OVERSEAS PURCHASERS
Insuring goods requires declaration of FULL value. You decide disadvantages/ advantages regarding customs - & advise (on bidding sheet).

AGENTS In all cases BBR act only as agents between Vendor & Purchaser.

COMMISSION 15% buyers premium on hammer + vat.
Bidding Increments

UP TO £50 rising in bids of £2, £5, £7, £10 etc.
After £50 bids rise in £5 steps. After £100 bids rise by £10.
After £200 bids rise by £20, £50, £70. After £500 bids rise in £50 steps. After £1,000 bids rise in £100 steps & toward conclusion at the auctioneers discretion.

Want additional information about any lot?

BBR attempts to help postal bidders buy with ease, and confidence. Cataloguing errors/descriptions can occur which may not provide the fullest and most accurate information needed for absentee bidding.

The last thing we want is anyone to receive something not what they thought. We therefore ask you to telephone for more a specific condition report.

We suggest telephone, leave lot numbers interested in, & call back 10 mins later, when items will be by telephone.

HELP US TO HELP YOU! If you spot damage or condition differences we have not PLEASE INFORM A MEMBER OF STAFF!
Postal bidders MUST tel. if they need more detailed/accurate, descriptions of items in this catalogue.
Before bidding by post, or at the sale, it is important to read & accept Terms & Conditions

PRICES REALISED: Download off BBR website: onlinebbr.com as a pdf, OR leave an s.a.e., OR pick one up from a show, OR included in next catalogue.
GETTING TO ELSECAR

By car: Follow brown ‘Elsecar Heritage’ signs off jct 36 M1. A6135 for approx. 2 miles, turn L (Broad Carr Rd); in .75miles turn R (Armrooy’d lane), @ jct 3 by Milton pub, turn R.

Parking: Turn R in front of Market pub, car park opposite park & behind the pub. Overflow parking, turn L in front of Market, field opposite Heritage Centre.

Foot: Visitors’ enter by L side of Market Hotel. BBR (& Antiques Centre) diagonally R - enamel signs across blg front.


Antique Centre & BBR display cabinets open 7 days a week 10am to 5pm. BBR tel: 01226 745156. (Antiques Centre 01226 744425)...

Blg 21 (Ironworks Events): Walk down R past Antiques Centre - long blg on your R.

---

**Elsecar Heritage Centre site plan**

**Accommodation List**

NEW: IHG INTERCONTINENTAL, S63 7EQ. Elsecar less than 10 mins - good breakkie! Tel: 01709 760666.

GATEWAY PLAZA (Premier Inn) S70 2 RD. Tel: 0871 5279204. Barnsley town centre.

PREMIER INN, WOMBWELL (Cortonwood!) 41 rooms, approx £90 for 2 nights. Elsecar 8 mins. Tel: 01226 273800.

TRAVEL LODGE, STAIRFOOT, S70 3PE. Tel: 0871 9846121. Food outlets beside.

HOLIDAY INN, S75 3JT. Tel: 01226 295971. Barnsley, 400m jct 37 M1. Elsecar 15 mins. Top class accomm. www.holidayinn.com/barnsley

BLACK BULL, STAIRFOOT, S70 3NJ. Tel: 01226 217777.

ROYAL OAK, Platts Common, Jump, S74 0QN (just past Hoyland, uphill from Elsecar), Tel: 01226 742175. £@5 p.p.


FITZWILLIAM ARMS, Taylors Lane, Parkgate, Nr Rotherham. Tel: 01709 522744. Elsecar 10 mins: £35 double, breakfast extra. Praise “exc., clean & super food.”


MAPLE RD (Premier), TANKERSLEY, S75 3DL. Tel: 0871 5278968. Purpose built Motel (by jct. 36 M1, just past Tankersley Manor). Elsecar 10 mins. 42 rooms.

STAINDROP LODGE, CHAPELTOWN, S35 3 UH. Tel: 01142843111.

FAIRWAY, BARNSLEY, S75 4LS. Tel: 0871 2002289. Nr jct 37.

TRAVEL LODGE WOOLEY EDGE (jct 39 & 38), S9 1JQ. Tel: 0871 9846179.

WORTLEY HALL HOTEL. Wortley, Sheffield, S35 7DB. Tranquil idyllic location. Tel: 0114 2882100. B & B - double £70, single £46. En suite/ t.v., coffee & tea/ bath & shower.

WORTLEY ARMS HOTEL. Halifax Rd, Wortley, Sheffield, S35 7DB. Tel: 0114 2882245. Fax: 0114 2885218. Classic Country Inn 10 mins Elsecar. TRAVEL LODGE Meadowhall (jct 34), S9 1JQ. Tel: 0871 9846435.

OLD CROWN, 6 Market Street, Penistone, Sheffield, S36 6BZ. Tel: 01226 762422. Fax: 01226 403520. 6 rooms: £25 single, £40 double (b & b). Elsecar approx. 20 mins.


If you find others please advise?

Barnsley Tourist Office 01226 206757
Rotherham Tourist Office 01709 382121
Sheffield 00114 221190

Please advise BBR any price amendments
Autumn Extravaganza

Europes LARGEST specialist quarterly event of its type
Saturday 3 Oct
Sunday 4

Currently accepting consignments for this sale

Sat 3.11 Unres’d Auction
500+ Unreserved lots - across every collecting field - across from
Suitable boxes - deliver to Elsecar as soon as possible

Sun 4. Cat’d Auc. 11...
plus the BIG Show

next 4
Auc. cats. £20
pdf £3
Paypal OR
visit BBR website
Part 2 June 11th 2016

Part 1 was Saturday 19th September

1 catalogue features both sales
The entire Guinness range - from very early advertising (some remarkable rare trays & early ephemera) to the more familiar ceramics & showcards. Almost 1,000 lots, all colour illustrated, a destined collectors reference source!

The Guinnessman Collection cat. £5 inc p+p features both sales
Overseas £15 inc p+p ch., c.c., cash
www.onlinebbr.com

PayPal email: sales@onlinebbr.com IBAN GB 50 NWBK 5410 0302 6463 58

BBR, Elsecar Heritage Centre, Nr Barnsley, S. Yorks., S74 8HJ
t: 01226 745156 e: sales@onlinebbr.com www.onlinebbr.com

Above: 'Thomas M Mullen & Co/White Label Guinness Stout' tray.
Left: Very rare 'Girder man' advertising figure.
BBR AUCTIONS

coming soon...
more sales more often

Expansion plans underway - be careful not to miss our extra sales, check: www.onlinebbr.com for updates

Winter Wonders

Sunday 6th December  doors 9am  sale 11am
preview Saturday 5th December  10am - 4am

suitable consignments now being accepted

KIRKBY STEPHEN EAST

FOLKESTONE JUNCTION

Colour catalogue (every lot illustrated)  £5 inc p+p  Overseas £10  Pdf £3
Paypal  email: sales@onlinebbr.com  IBAN GB 50 NWBK 5410 0302 6463 58

BBR, Elsecar Heritage Centre, Nr Barnsley, S. Yorks., S74 8HJ
t: 01226 745156  e: sales@onlinebbr.com  www.onlinebbr.com
Single items to entire collections

Talk to Alan Blakeman for confidential advice  Sellers can choose
name allocated, for provenance, or remain anonymous

BBR Auctions, Elsecar Heritage Centre, Nr Barnsley, S. Yorks, S74 8HJ

tel: 01226 745156  fax: 01226 361561  website: www.onlinebbr.com
email: sales@onlinebbr.com
follow BBR Auctions on Facebook
Auction results, News & Updates regularly added to FB - befriend us!

BBR Auctions, Elsecar Heritage Centre
Barnsley, S. Yorks, S74 8HJ  tel: 01226 745156
email: sales@onlinebbr.com  www.onlinebbr.com

BBR 2016 dates
BBR's Winter National Jan 23/ 24  •  Spring Extravaganza Apr 23/ 24
26th UK Summer National July 2 & 3  •  Autumn Extravaganza Oct 1 & 2